ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSPORT
SYSTEMS (ENTRANS)
A scoping study to examine how transport sustainability and
mobility can be achieved using integrated transport strategies
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Introduction

The use of transport is rapidly increasing due to an expanding and more prosperous world population, leading to
greater traffic congestion, local air pollution and emissions of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. Some
environmentalists favour greater investment in public transport to mitigate these effects, but this is rarely the
transport mode of choice. Outside populated areas and busy periods, buses and trains can be under-utilised and
produce even more greenhouse gases per passenger km than cars. Many economists favour road pricing and
carbon trading, but introducing a charging level that is high enough to reduce traffic levels will not be politically
acceptable without providing competitive transport alternatives. Futurists look towards developments in
automated driving systems for traffic control and the use of hydrogen fuel cells and cheap high-energy density
batteries for propulsion, but these require fundamental breakthroughs to make them economic, safe and reliable
for widespread practical applications. The need for such solutions is imminent, yet there is no guarantee these
will happen soon enough, if at all.
The emphasis on reducing the environmental burden of transport is currently directed towards making fossil
fuelled vehicles more energy efficient whilst generally retaining their basic size and weight. However, large
reductions in fuel use and greenhouse gas emissions by this approach are limited through fundamental
thermodynamic laws, the embedded ‘carbon footprint’ of producing complex engineering systems, and most of
all economic practicalities. Any reductions achieved by these means are being swamped by the sheer increase in
transport use, particularly in developing countries. Although many organisations and politicians like to project
an environmentally friendly image and introduce policies and targets which provide token gestures to the
electorate, none of those that have been mentioned so far are either realistic or can make a significant global
impact in their present form. However, there are other approaches that are being overlooked.
Whilst motor vehicles will probably remain the preferred method of transportation, there are several ways of
incorporating them into an integrated transport and energy solution which can radically reduce greenhouse
gases, local pollution and traffic congestion. Moreover, these methods don’t rely on highly expensive and
speculative technologies; in fact some of them have benefits over present methods of transport and these could
be implemented on a much shorter timescale. However, they do require the development of new modes of travel
by coordinating how vehicles and infrastructure are built and work together. This study now examines these
possibilities.
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Transport concepts

4 main transportation concepts are presented. All these require aspects of both the vehicle and infrastructure to
be combined to form an optimum transport solution.
COAST is a public transport system served by an integrated, flexible, rapid response vehicle-sharing scheme
served primarily by the private motorist, but is supplemented by taxi operators and public service vehicle
operators. The LOCI concept uses a radically different car design and infrastructure using a narrow road gauge
allowing vehicles to be used on paths and extra lanes adjacent to conventional roads. Both these concepts
increase passenger utilisation in different ways; COAST by increasing the number of people travelling in a
standard sized vehicle and LOCI by substantially reducing the size of the car to meet a typical rather than
maximum loading requirement. Most importantly, the increased passenger capacity in relation to the space taken
by these vehicles justifies their use on preferential routes, priority passage through traffic management schemes
and a much lower tariff for road pricing if introduced. This would reduce transit times, make them more
attractive and competitive compared with present transport methods, and would reduce the need for significant
additional road building
ELECAT and INITIATE are passenger and freight vehicle concepts respectively, which apply modifications to
the existing transport infrastructure to increase transport capacity and reduce fuel consumption. They can be
used by existing designs of vehicle with some minor modifications, but the long term benefit would be to enable
the electrification of the transport network by effectively extending the range of battery powered vehicles
(BEVs) and drawing energy from zero-carbon stationary energy sources. The COAST, LOCI, INITIATE and
the ELECAT concepts can also be combined in various ways and are complementary to one another.

3

A practical and convenient public transport system

A large proportion of people in the developed world live in moderately populated areas such as suburban
1
districts or areas surrounding major cities. Although the travel demand in these areas is substantial, serving
them using public transport is difficult since the population is distributed over a wide area. This requires at least
one intermediary journey to and from a centralised meeting point, such as a station or bus stop, making public
transport considerably less attractive than the private car. Consequently, outside densely populated metropolitan
areas and main commuter routes public transport is used by a diminishing number of people who either cannot
drive or afford a car. This low demand for public transport results in a either a reduced service, or under-utilised
vehicles producing high emissions per passenger carried and an unprofitable service requiring substantial
subsidies from the taxpayer. It is therefore necessary to radically rethink of how to adapt and operate our public
transport system to meet the needs of a modern society and make it financially self supporting whilst retaining a
low environmental impact.
Many research projects have been performed on how to manage bus and taxi systems more efficiently, but none
of these really address the fundamental issues. For any public transport system to widely succeed it must be
competitive with the private car in terms of ‘door to door’ travelling time, lack of exposure to the
weather, reliability, safety and cost. To address these issues, it is necessary to provide the advantages of a
fully utilised public transport system with the convenience and flexibility of the private car. A potential solution
is now proposed based on the following observations and lines of reasoning.
For every car journey during peak travelling periods there are probably other people who live near to the driver,
or the route they take, who wish to undertake a similar journey at approximately the same time. If these journeys
could be co-ordinated and consolidated so the people are travelling in the same vehicle then this would radically
reduce the number of vehicles on the road, reduce overall emissions and provide an efficient pubic transport
service at reduced cost.
Of course standard car sharing schemes have been attempted before without much success. Major drawbacks to
these methods are their inflexibility. If people are late, tired or delayed due to unforeseen circumstances they
still feel obliged to take the scheduled journey, especially if the passengers don’t have backup transport at their
disposal, so they are reluctant to offer sharing in the first place.
One promising development in public transport is the use of flexible transport systems (FTS) using demand
2
response management. This is an attempt to route public transport vehicles in the most logically efficient
fashion possible using the virtues of modern technology. Instead of using fixed collection points and schedules
as with conventional public transport, the service can be adjusted in accordance with travel requests. Passengers
may be given a location and convenient time interval to be picked up and dropped off so the overall collective
distance or time can be minimised. Taxis are normally used for this service, which instead of serving one
request at a time could be transporting several people which are picked up from separate locations and travelling
to different destinations simultaneously. FTS therefore offers something of a compromise between the
cheapness and simplicity of a fixed route bus service with the convenience and comfort of a conventional taxi
service.
3

There are several public transport sharing schemes using FTS or taxi sharing schemes in operation today .
However, these have seen only moderate success, possibly due to poor publicity and marketing and most lack
the economies of scale and public support, which are essential for the success of such enterprises. However,
there is a more fundamental problem that prevents similar schemes having a major impact. Public transport
operators and taxi companies all use a fixed number of vehicles which cannot operate efficiently in both the rush
hour and over less busy periods. In the former case there will never be enough vehicles and drivers to serve
public transport demand; in the latter case they will be inoperative. One potential solution is to use part time
drivers as who are fully vetted members of the public using their own cars. These drivers are potentially on call
for when the fixed system gets overloaded, but even this type of system may still not be able to meet the large
surges in demand caused by rush hour traffic. Another problem is that the driver is effectively a redundant
passenger reducing the room in a typical car by 20-25%.

3.1

1

Transport Concept 1: Public Transport and Co-ordinated Shared Transport ( COAST)

See Figure 1 in ‘exploratory analysis of suburban land cover and population density in the USA’ as an example
Summary of Demand Response Management, please examine sources
3 Summary of shared Taxi systems, please examine sources.
2

It is now a small step to arrive at an even better solution. If we are already considering using members of the
public as taxi drivers, why not include vetted volunteer drivers who are also undertaking their normal journey, to
work for example? Here the drivers are simply guided to their own destination, via small diversions if necessary,
to collect and drop off passengers on the way for a fee and the use of priority access routes. In other words this
becomes part of a flexible and co-ordinated car sharing scheme. This is called CO-ordinated ShAred Transport
4
or COAST. This is schematically illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1 The COAST (Co-ordinated shared transport) concept
All cars on the road are equipped with the technology to identify potential passengers travelling along similar
routes to the journey. They are subsequently collected and dropped off using minor diversions to the original
route. The cost of the trip is shared between drivers and passengers and the cars are allowed to by-pass traffic
jams using priority routes or dedicated lanes (see figure 2)
An essential component of COAST is that a logistics control centre (LCC) must co-ordinate and guide all the
vehicles. This enables passenger requests to be co-ordinated so they can be picked up and dropped off in the
most efficient manner. The inconvenience of the diversion is compensated by a payment from the passengers,
reduced road charging and/or the facility to use dedicated lanes and priority passage through traffic management
schemes which could make up for any lost time (see figure 2 for an example of a priority junction). Another
key factor to the success of such a system would be its widespread use, this would increase the chance that a
vehicle travelling in the requested direction and location is available at short notice. This level of efficiency
could never be achieved by using a fixed number of permanent taxis or several competing companies due to the
restricted number of participants in each scheme which would increase the waiting times.
The booking and operational procedures of COAST would be similar to that described for the CONNECT
5
study . However, unlike the system described here, COAST utilises the mass use of private car journeys which
generates a service volume in proportion to demand, and allows ‘door to door’ transport with tight time margins
for minimal cost.

4

Update 7April 2010: There have been several other studies similar to COAST discussed under the label ‘Dynamic Ride Sharing’
5 CONNECT Co-ordination of CONcepts for NEw Collective Transport Technologies for FTS, Position Paper produced for Workshop on
the added value of technology for FTS (WP5) Delft, 8 July 2009

Figure 2 Example of a priority system for COAST
The COAST activated vehicles are allowed to use dedicated lanes (indicated in dark red) at junctions during
congested periods, thereby allowing drivers and their passengers to by-pass traffic jams. The dedicated lanes
also form part of the LOCI network (see section 4) allowing low profile vehicles the same advantage.

Vehicle manufacturers should be encouraged to equip all their vehicles with an LCC communication and
guidance system to encourage the use of COAST for the purposes of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, air
pollution and traffic congestion. When this is optionally switched on, the driver would be guided with the aid of
satellite navigation and instructions from the LCC computer to pick up and drop off passengers. The computer
calculates the optimum route in terms of time and/or overall cost for the driver and passengers depending upon
the traffic conditions. Route guidance via satellite navigation may eventually become a common option on
6
vehicles, and tracking systems have already been used for insurance purposes so it is simply a matter of
modifying and combining these designs with a 2-way communication with the LCC. The LCC could also
identify the location of the passenger from a mobile phone signal so they could be picked up off the street if
necessary.
The widespread use of COAST in conjunction with appropriately organised surveys on vehicle passenger
patronage would allow vehicle CO2 targets to be changed from the metric of emissions per km, to the more
useful and relevant emissions per passenger km. Local authorities can also make use of this metric when
deciding to operate COAST type services in preference to more conventional public transport systems that
typically operate far below peak efficiency due to the low number of passengers on board.
The effect of low passenger utilisation on public transport efficiency is evident from figures published from the
7
US Transportation Energy Data Book which estimates that that transit buses and commuter trains carried only
8.8 and 31.2 passengers on average. As a consequence, cars use 17% less energy per passenger than transit
buses and only 17% more energy per passenger than commuter trains! This is all the more remarkable
considering that US cars are relatively large in relation to their European counterparts, and almost solely use less
efficient gasoline engines! It is clear from this, that even in terms of the environmental factors alone a radical

6 Usage based insurance
7
See US passenger transportation section

change is necessary in the way we use public transport, and the COAST concept addresses the fundamental
reasons for vehicle inefficiencies and subsequent CO2 emissions, passenger utilisation.
In conjunction with other initiatives proposed on this site such as electrification and radical size reduction,
COAST should enable a rapid and substantial reduction in overall CO2 emissions from the transport sector. See
figure 34 for a comparison of CO2 per passenger km with other modes of transport discussed in this report.

3.1.1

Examples of the Advantages of COAST

Whilst cost and time comparisons are difficult the estimate between transport modes, it is possible to provide
illustrative examples of the advantages of COAST verses the bus, conventional taxi, shared taxi, shared car and
private car by using time estimates for each part of the journey. These elements can then be summated to
calculate the ‘door to door’ time, which is the time interval between when the driver or passenger actually
wishes to depart from their present location, and arrive at the final destination. This more realistically
characterises what is important to the traveller when choosing between transport options.
Costs are calculated for COAST and compared with the private car, taxi and bus as a function of distance
8
allowing the following time and cost factors: See the spreadsheet for further details
Time factors
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

Walking time: the time required to walk to and from the bus stop or car parking location.
Waiting time: the time taken to wait for the bus, car or taxi assuming it is available.
Extra waiting time due to unavailability: the extra time waiting for a taxi service during certain
periods of high demand.
Extra time to find parking space: the time taken to find a legal parking space.
Extra time for passenger stops: the extra time taken due to having to slow down, wait and accelerate
back up to speed purely for the purpose of picking up and dropping off passengers
Extra time for diversion: the extra time taken due to having to divert off the desired optimum route
for all shared vehicles for the purpose of picking up and dropping off passengers
Reduced time due to use of dedicated lanes & short cuts: it is suggested that COAST activated
vehicles and shared taxis are allowed the use of a wide range of dedicated lanes and short cuts not
available to other cars.
Average speed kph ignoring drop offs: Average speeds of 20, 40 and 60 kph are assumed for high,
medium and low demand conditions respectively

Cost factors
·
·

·
·
·

Taxi driver Costs £/hr These are estimated from a standard taxi charge. The inflation adjusted values
9
for private driver costs/hr are used from the ELECAT tables
Taxi and driver costs £/km These are estimated from the standard taxi time charges converted to
distance using the assumed speed. The inflation adjusted values for private driver costs/km are used
10
from the ELECAT tables
Individual time This is the cost due to the time element of travelling, and is identical for COAST
drivers and passengers in all modes of transport
Fixed fees £/journey This encompasses the fixed charge fee for a taxi, or the parking fees for a private
car which is waived for the passengers. The low demand scenario assumes free parking is available
Bus costs £/km are calculated from separate data based on the total revenue from fares and subsidies
divided by the total passenger km driven

The calculations are repeated for high medium and low demand travel scenario’s which correspond to average
vehicle speeds of 20, 40 and 60 kph (see figures 3 to 8). In the 1% and 10% COAST modes it is assumed that
1% and 10% of cars on the road are COAST activated respectively.
The low demand scenario’s in figures 3 and 4 illustrate the time and cost advantages provided by the private car
(dark blue line) relative to the other transport modes. This is due to the ability of private car to be used
flexibility on demand and the lack of waiting times unlike taxis and public transport. Also evident is the
uncompetitiveness of the bus in terms of both time and cost.

8 see spreadsheet 1 COAST times and costs
9 see spreadsheet 4, ELECAT operating costs
10 see spreadsheet 4, ELECAT operating costs

However, as demand increases (see figures 5 to 8) the COAST system becomes competitive with the private
car. This is due to its ability to use priority routes and parking spaces, and to pick up and drop passengers off at
nearly any location. In contrast, the car may be required to queue for long periods and park at a remote location.
This time advantage also explains why the cost of the COAST system is cheaper than any alternative in the
medium demand scenario and only the bus is cheaper than COAST in the high demand scenario. Note also that
the COAST system outperforms the conventional taxi in all modes in terms of time and cost.
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Figure 8 High Demand Costs

Figures 3-8 Journey times and costs for various levels of transport demand
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Any successful method of public transport must be competitive with private car use (dark blue line). Only the
10% COAST system (red line) achieves this across the demand scenarios, and these outperform the
conventional shared car and shared tax, based on the assumptions used. The taxi is the most expensive
transport mode under all scenarios. The bus performs competitively in time and cost terms only in a high
demand environment, and is by far the slowest and expensive mode during lower demand scenario.

Two examples of how COAST scheme might operate are described below.

Example of COAST from a passenger perspective
Consider a person who wishes to travel from home and reach her place of work during the morning rush hour. It
is raining, the nearest bus stop is a 10-minute walk away, and the drop off point is also a 10-minute walk to her
place of work. Not surprisingly she doesn’t wish to use the bus in this situation. However, as an alternative to
using her car she decides to check the possibility of using the COAST system.
She has the option of booking the journey by a variety of media devices such as telephone, mobile telephone
texting or the Internet. Most communication systems contain an identification system, therefore, as soon as
11
contact is made with the LCC her identity and location could have already been found.
Moreover, she
regularly undertakes the same journey at a similar time on each weekday and has used COAST before, so her
previous journeys are held on a central secure database (providing she allowed this option) so this trip could
12
have been specifically predicted by the LCC from the call. The LCC will therefore be able to present her with
options of her most likely journey and the cost for this almost immediately. In addition, it displays the likely
departure and arrival times with any uncertainties in the times based on previous journeys and anticipated traffic
densities on the road. A guaranteed fee is also stated based on the likely time and cost of the journey. Therefore,
this entire procedure could be potentially finalised within seconds of the initial contact.
The frequency of COAST enabled vehicles passing along her approximate route is high due to the travel request
being issued during the rush-hour period. Therefore, even if a suitable vehicle is not immediately available, it is
possible to provide her with information of the likelihood of a vehicle that has not commenced its journey
passing her way during the next 10 minutes. In the event of a suitable vehicle not being available, a conventional
shared taxi can be diverted as a backup option. The travel request display would look something like this:
Assumed Journey 6 Arlington Crescent, Trowbridge NA45 7AU to GHK Ltd Brompton Rd NA56 5SD
Persons 1 Adult
Driver Registered Female EZ 8245 6734 (with picture)
Time now 8.11 am 16/07/2014
Guaranteed time of departure 8.15am +/- 1 mins. 16/07/2014
Estimated time of arrival at destination 8.45am +/- 5 mins. 16/07/2014
Cost (excluding individual time) £3.60
Car Registration WG18 KNG
In this case the LCC identifies a COAST activated vehicle that has already commenced its journey and a vehicle
a pick up time is offered within several minutes of the booking. She is alerted one minute before arrival by a
signal on the same media portal the order was issued on.
13

The vehicle arrives on time; she checks the cars and drivers identity and boards immediately. During the
journey, the driver needs to pick up one more passenger and drop of another. This requires diversions from the
quickest route which adds a few extra minutes additional time to the journey. However, on arrival at her
destination she is dropped off straight outside her office building door, rather than the usual procedure of
parking 200 metres away. This compensates for the extra time due to the diversion and also prevents her from
getting wet.
The cost of the fare is weighted to allow for the time taken and distance travelled for each person, but is
relatively cheap because the cost of the journey is shared between the passengers. As a consequence, she pays

11 This identification is purely for the purpose of speeding up the booking process up and co-ordinating probable trips in advance.
Information would be confidential/or erased outside this requirement. A slower standard ‘taxi’ booking procedure could be used if requested
12 If enough people use the system, public journeys could be predicted, so a substantial amount of pre-planning could be performed without
booking in advance.
13 Failure to do this would forfeit a fee. Unreliable users would be restricted from using COAST. Other restrictions could apply in the
interests of security, for example the option of using a female driver. This approach would provide greater security for the traveller and
driver than on current public transport and most taxi schemes.

14

less than the equivalent cost of a car journey or the overall cost of conventional public transport . The payment
process takes place automatically using registered accounts and without the need for issuing tickets or
15
exchanging cash to save time

Example of COAST from a driver perspective
Consider a person who has driven to work and has just finished working at the office in the late afternoon. He is
tired and wishes to travel home quickly, but the roads are still congested. On arriving at his COAST enabled
car, the on-board vehicle computer immediately signals to the LCC that a trip is to be commenced.
Once again the likely details of the journey are anticipated from the time, location and records of previous
journeys, so there is no need to input any information unless there is a change from the routine travel procedure.
The LCC immediately attempts to find a route where the driver can pick up other travellers. 2 options are
provided; a longer route in which 3 passengers require a journey, or a more modest diversion to pick up 2
passengers. He chooses to ignore both options since he is tired and wishes to get home as quickly as possible,
so he commences on a single occupant trip.
On the way home the driver meets a long line of traffic which may delay him a further 10 minutes. However,
16
the LCC is continually tracking his vehicle locating its position and continually updating him with new travel
requests. He notices one option requiring only a small diversion off his present route.
Passenger 1 person registered male TD 9267 8341
Estimated time of arrival 6.15 pm 16/07/2014
Estimated time of arrival with diversion and traffic priority 6.10pm 16/07/2014
Anticipated time saved on predicted journey 5 mins
Cost £ 6.80
Cost with diversion and traffic priority £3.80
Saving £3.00
He selects this option and moves into the parallel lane reserved for COAST activated vehicles which is
relatively free of traffic allowing him to bypass the queue. Despite the diversion to pick up a passenger, the
overall journey is slightly quicker than that if he undertook a single occupant journey, moreover, he got paid for
the journey at the same time.
These two examples demonstrate several advantages of using a COAST for the passengers and drivers.
COAST could also be implemented as part of a road use/congestion-charging scheme where individual drivers
might be dissuaded from driving individually due to the high cost. A suitable level of road use pricing would
prevent the extra traffic filling the vacated road space and ensure that obstructions from single occupied, multiseat vehicles don’t block the other traffic. Road charging at this level is presently difficult to implement
politically due to the absence of a viable public transport alternative, COAST provides this. A flexible public
transport system such as COAST also bridges the main weak point of using longer distance public transport
systems, that of getting to and from train or coach stations without delays due to driving, parking and walking.
There are many telecommunication and logistical variants on the above examples. Booking in advance rather
than on demand would allow the potential for more frequent matching and efficient routing, especially if there
were some flexibility in the time of departure. With some limited compromises on the time of departure, and
aggregation of bookings, the COAST system could also be used over longer distances. For example, a car could
pick several people up outside their door in one town and drop them off outside their specific destinations in
another town perhaps hundreds of kilometres away. Yet another possibility is to integrate COAST with a postal
and/or supermarket delivery system were light freight such as parcels could be delivered in conjunction with
passengers, allowing even more comprehensive use and coverage and thereby reducing waiting times.

14 This price includes the subsidy for conventional public transport. Obviously COAST would aim to operate without subsidy.
15 However, the details of the journey and costs would be electronically recorded and could be accessed or printed out if necessary.
16 the user would have the option of disconnecting the system when it is not required

Note that the COAST concept does not entirely denigrate the bus or train to an outdated form of transport.
Fixed public transport routes could still be the most efficient manner of travel along key arteries and within
heavily populated metropolitan areas. Larger vehicles such as buses could also use the COAST concept when
circumstances are appropriate such as when transporting larger numbers of passengers into metropolitan areas
( see figure 30) or large public meetings such as football matches for example. However, in these cases the
vehicle would pick up integral groups rather than individuals using variable embarkation points chosen at
strategically located points to minimise the net distance from their homes or destination. Whilst COAST would
probably be most effective in areas of moderate population density it also offers a more viable public transport
system for rural areas were conventional public transport is not financially viable and requires large subsidies.
It is important to emphasise the differences between COAST and the other FTS systems which have been
mentioned. So called FTS systems have focussed on using a fixed number of dedicated pubic transport vehicles
or taxis. Whilst these represent a substantial improvement over conventional public transport systems, these
could never transport passengers in a time competitive manner and efficient manner as COAST due to the large
variations in travel demand at different times of day. Moreover, Taxis and FTS systems are usually run by small
competing organisations that would be unable to offer the efficiencies and economies of scale by the ability to
re-route any suitable vehicle in the location.
The COAST concept provides a viable alternative to conventional public transport systems and could actually
be more advantageous in many situations relative to the private car journey. In addition to providing a useful
public transport service, it would reduce traffic congestion, provide benefits in reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and improving in air quality due to the reduced vehicle emissions.

3.1.2

Summary: advantages of COAST

1.

passengers get a flexible, door to door, rapid response public transport service due to the large number of
drivers available

2.

the number of drivers available at any one time varies in proportion to demand, unlike FTS and taxi systems

3.

the service is cheap since the passengers share the cost

4.

drivers are paid for undertaking their own journey

5.

the number of vehicles on the road are reduced

6.

COAST raises the journey utilisation in terms of passengers carried, thereby reducing fuel, CO2 emissions
and regulated emissions per person transported

7.

COAST can be integrated with other services such as supermarket and postal deliveries improving these
services

8.

COAST offers a viable transport alternative thereby justifying the associated use of dedicated lanes and
variable road pricing

4

A low-carbon transport system using low width cars

The fuel consumption of a road vehicle is determined by three factors:
a)
b)
c)

The work required to overcome the resistance to motion and acceleration, which is mainly determined by
the size, weight, shape and speed of the vehicle
the efficiency which the engine and transmission converts the chemical energy in the fuel into useful work
to accelerate and move the vehicle
the kinetic energy wasted during braking

Despite some developments in engine design and control systems, vehicle streamlining and regenerative braking
systems in recent years, there has been limited progress in reducing fuel and CO2 emissions from cars. These
initiatives have been compromised to some extent by the requirements to meet emission legislation and the
17
greater vehicle weight required for safety and greater use of ancillaries such as air conditioning. Weight
reductions have also been limited by strong consumer marketing to bolster public demand for larger and higher
performance vehicles beyond that of mere practicality, since larger vehicles provide greater prestige value for
the owner and greater profit margins and turnover for the motor industry
Whilst there is still scope for improvements in engine efficiency and reclaiming braking losses, peak engine
efficiencies can already be in excess of 50% and significant further gains attained this way are fundamentally
limited through thermodynamic constraints. Under real world conditions engine efficiencies are far less, and to
approach these levels in practice requires ever more complex and costly technologies, which increases the life
cycle environmental burdens during the manufacture and disposal of the extra components. Therefore, to obtain
major reductions in fuel use, or electricity in the case of electric cars, it is necessary to radically change the size,
weight, and shape of the vehicle or the speed at which it travels.
At the same time as cars have been getting heavier, demographic changes are leading to either smaller families
18
or single occupant households. As a result, the number of occupants per car is decreasing and cars are getting
significantly heavier in relation to the people they carry. A typical vehicle will need to carry approximately 20
19
20
times the weight and 100 times the volume of the driver it carries. This belief has been encouraged by strong
consumer marketing to bolster public demand for larger and higher performance vehicles beyond that of mere
practicality, since larger vehicles provide greater prestige value for the owner and greater profit margins and
turnover for the motor industry. This is a grossly inefficient way of transporting people around, and there is
clearly a vast potential to save fuel and thereby reduce CO2 emissions in the private vehicle sector.
Obviously, one method to reduce these ratios is to share the trip with other travellers as in the COAST system,
but many drivers will still insist on their privacy. The other method is to make the vehicle radically smaller to
suit the likely number of people to be using it; we examine this second possibility in this section. The smaller
size would also reduce its overall cost making alternative technologies more affordable. Moreover, the much
lower fuel requirements of these vehicles could be more easily met from sustainable resources such as
renewable biomass or overnight nuclear electricity which would reduce CO2 emissions to near zero.

17 The official fuel consumption figures and emission legislation in the European Union do not take into account the additional load
imposed by ancillaries
18 The average number of occupants per car has fallen slightly, from 1.60 in 1995/97 to 1.58 in 2006,
In 2006, 60 per cent of cars on the road had only one occupant. 85 per cent of both commuting and business car trips had only the one
occupant. Transport trends 2008
19 (person+car)/person , using Ford Focus1.6 TDCi (2009) as typical vehicle 1357 kg, and average UK person weight of 73.2 kg
20 approximate calculation assuming typical frontal area of about 2.25 m2 x average weighted length of 3m x 1.2 m height of body and
using 80 litres (0.08 m2 ) for person volume based on 70-75kg weight with specific density slightly less than 1

4.1

Transport Concept 2: Low Profile Vehicle with Complementary Infrastructure ( LOCI)

Most attempts to downsize vehicles have focussed on reducing their length whilst retaining the capacity for
21
seating two passengers abreast whilst they sit in an upright position, such as the Smart car for example. Whilst
this approach makes the car lighter and has some benefits for parking, it has few aerodynamic advantages and
takes up a similar amount of road space as a larger car when moving on the highway. This is because of the
considerable distance required between vehicles when travelling at speed, which is irrespective of their length.
More importantly, at junctions a shorter car will create as much of an obstruction as a larger one resulting in
wasted energy used to accelerate and brake the vehicle. Here we consider a more radical approach, using a
much thinner, lower, streamlined car, and more importantly, how the infrastructure could then be best adapted
and designed to suit such a vehicle to minimise accelerating, braking and stopping so transit times and the useful
energy used is reduced even further.
Since a large proportion of car journeys during peak traffic times don’t require the transport of more than one
person and a child, this can form the basis for an outline vehicle design. The road capacity can be increased if
the vehicle accommodates 2 people lengthways rather than sideways so this halves the width of the vehicle and
reduces the width of the accommodating road lane. This has the additional advantage of reducing the cross
sectional area of the vehicle which reduces aerodynamic resistance. Moreover, if the vehicle also has a reduced
height relative to a conventional car so the people sit in a reclined position (similar to a high performance sports
car) this would also reduce the cross sectional area even further, and also lower the drag coefficient. Since the
lower legs of people occupy a more limited volume than the upper body it would be appropriate to place these at
opposite ends of the vehicle. This faces the driver faces and the passenger backwards, allowing a more
streamlined shape than if both people sit forwards, reducing the drag coefficient even further.

Figure 9 Low Profile Vehicle with Complimentary Infrastructure (LOCI).
A low height, narrow width, lightweight vehicle transports an adult and child. This achieves fast transit times
by passing traffic jams during rush hour traffic.

21 Smart (automobile)

This places the maximum width and height of the vehicle in the middle with the lengthways profile tapering
towards either end. To ensure good visibility for the driver it is envisaged that a compact and aerodynamically
styled camera system is mounted above the car together with a flashing light to improve visibility for the driver
and of the car to other drivers.
This line of reasoning determines the general size and shape of the low profile vehicle concept. It is suggested
that the low surface area, shape and weight of a low profile car would provide a substantial reduction in energy
th
22
use relative to a full sized car, perhaps down to 1/6 of that of a typical car using the same method of
23
propulsion ( see figure 9) . The method of propulsion could be an IC engine, battery electric or hybrid.
Whilst there is nothing fundamentally new in small concept cars, here the emphasis is focussed on how an
associated road infrastructure can provide additional benefits and encourage the uptake of such vehicles by
offering rapid transit through congested areas. In this way, mass use of these low profile vehicles in place of
conventional cars would also offer substantial opportunities to enhance transport capacity without much road
building. For example, many roads can accommodate or be expanded to include an extra low width lane,
thereby increasing road capacity at a fraction of the price of widening an existing road, or building a new road or
highway. Local government could also encourage the uptake of low profile vehicles by building underpasses
under the main roads to link minor roads see figure 9. These minor roads would form a complete parallel road
infrastructure so users could use these for short journeys and at congested times to avoid heavy traffic (see
figure 10) and would only be accessible to low profile vehicles by building width restrictions along the route.
Another option is to allow these low profile vehicles operating in an electric mode and subject to a low speed
limit to use the cycle lane network which would allow these to be utilised and expanded. Within built up areas,
local government could also provide parking spots for low profile vehicles in town centres since they take up far
less space than a conventional car. If a totally separate infrastructure could be developed that is parallel to the
main road network, then their weight and efficiency could be reduced further since their crash resistance
properties, which is dictated by the potential for collisions with larger vehicles, would become less relevant ( see
section 4.1.2).
These figures illustrate that it’s not just the individual vehicle concept that is important but the way it uses and
interacts with the associated infrastructure to encourage its use over standard sized cars. This concept is called
LOw profile vehicle with Complementary Infrastructure (LOCI).

Example of the use of a LOCI vehicle for short trips
A driver wishes to take her child to school. She has a number of options: either use her family’s 5 seater car, the
COAST system, or their electric powered low profile vehicle. She decides to take her child herself using a low
profile vehicle since the school grounds offer free direct access to these safer vehicles and it is easier to park at a
shopping precinct on the way back home.
The school is only 3km away by main road, but only 2 km by the network of minor roads and cycle paths which
provides a short cut and can be used by her low profile vehicle. At an average speed of 20 kph this only takes 6
minutes, whereas by using a full sized vehicle on the main road her transit time would actually be 10 minutes
due to the longer distance travelled and extra time queuing in congested traffic.
On the way home she travels back by a different route to stop a shopping precinct. Here, the only available
parking slots are allocated for low profile and COAST operated vehicles. She can therefore quickly and easily
park her vehicle and complete her shopping.
Her home has also only limited parking provision; however, it has room for one full sized vehicle and a thinner
low profile vehicle per household. These vehicles are more than sufficient for the family’s requirements.
Her carbon emissions for this journey were insignificant due to the very low energy use of the vehicle and
ability to charge the batteries overnight.

22 This assumes on a curb weight of 200kg +batteries for the low profile vehicle based on weight and drag ratios respectively

23 the calculations are contained in the low profile vehicle worksheet in spreadsheet 2

Figure 10 LOCI equipped Roundabout and Underpass
The narrow width of the cars allow their use on ‘parallel’ lanes using underpasses and side lanes to bypass
main roads clogged with congested traffic.

4.1.1

Public acceptance of using smaller vehicles

It is unlikely that the majority of motorists would chose to use much smaller vehicles without any incentives.
Therefore, a preferential transport infrastructure is essential, using side lanes, parallel roads, underpasses and
traffic priority schemes to allow faster transit times, as well as making the driver feel safer in smaller, lower
vehicles. To turn this argument around, would most motorists continue to drive large cars if destined to sit in
long traffic queues whilst allowing those using COAST and LOCI bypass them at junctions, and arriving at their
destinations more quickly and cheaply?
Whatever the wider environmental and social advantages behind a concept such as LOCI, it would still face
substantial opposition from consumers and businesses motivated by the prestige and profits associated with
using oversized cars. For LOCI to succeed it would require a concerted and co-ordinated effort led by both
central and local government to ensure the associated infrastructure is available so users can gain a
mobility advantage relative to those using larger vehicles. To jump start such as scheme, it is proposed that
motorists should be able to freely acquire low profile vehicles from strategically available ‘car pools’ to
experience their benefits for a period without having to purchase them. Another initiative would be to restrict

motorists, who have recently passed their driving test to driving these cars for a year, so their advantages have
become much more obvious once they qualify for driving a full width car. As the LOCI concept became more
popular there would be justification for extending the associated infrastructure further in the way described, with
some motorists hiring large cars from a car pool only when they are really necessary.

4.1.2

Safety issues concerning smaller vehicles

It is unclear if there is a safety issue relating to small cars. Quadricycles, the nearest category to that envisaged
24
here, have a fatality rate per vehicle km intermediate between that of mopeds and heavier cars whilst pedal
25
cycles have very high casualty rates based on this measurement criterion.
It would be possible to increase the crash resistance of small vehicles at the cost of weight and fuel
consumption, and there are some moves to introduce similar legislation to that of larger cars in Europe.
However, making vehicles heavier to provide protection from heavier vehicles still seems to be a self defeating
option which could spiral out of control. Moreover, it is inconsistent to legislate against small cars based on an
artificially imposed weight limit and not apply the same criteria to mopeds and pedal cycles which provide
virtually no protection at all.
There are several other factors that need to be considered concerning safety: a feeling of security can encourage
more reckless driving behaviour and the safety of society at large needs to be given priority over the individual;
this includes innocent pedestrians, occupants of other vehicles, and victims of environmental pollution. Only
when all these factors are taken into account can one arrive at a consistent and logical assessment. Focussing on
artificial impact tests appears to completely miss out all these vital factors.
26

Many accidents whilst driving on the road are due to poor visibility and observation. The camera system and
flashing light as suggested in the example should provide good all round visibility to the small vehicle driver
and to drivers of other vehicles. In addition LOCI provides some degree of lane separation. Note also that the
INITIATE concept would minimise the use of the heaviest and potentially the most dangerous vehicles on the
roads generally making the use of smaller vehicles more acceptable. In combination, all these initiatives could
lead to a safer overall transport system.

4.1.3

Summary: advantages of LOCI

1.

low profile vehicles are configured to meet the typical journey requirement of carrying one or two persons.
This avoids transporting excess bulk and weight around, thereby reducing energy use and emissions
substantially.

2.

low profile vehicles provides a better degree of comfort and protection from the elements relative to the
other environmental alternative the bicycle, and is therefore more likely to be used.

3.

a parallel road infrastructure can be built more cheaply and quickly than for wider vehicles. This avoids the
need for extensive road building to meet expanding transport demand.

4.

a parallel road infrastructure separates the low profile vehicles from other traffic allowing them to bypass
congested areas.

5.

more parking provision would be available for private residences and at amenities due to the reduced space
required. Local authorities could ensure parking bays are allocated nearer amenities to encourage low
profile vehicle use.

6.

smaller, narrower vehicles are less obtrusive than larger ones, providing a better living environment for
residents living near roads.

24

Evaluating the impact of possible new measures concerning category L vehicles

25

34 passenger causalities per billion-passenger km for pedal cycles, verses 2.7 for cars. Table 1 - Passenger casualty rates by mode: 1997
– 2006, Fatalities in road accidents: 2007 Road Accident Statistics Factsheet No. 2 – 2008 See also table 26 Reported Road Casualties
Great Britain: 2008 Annual Report
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In accidents resulting in any severity of casualty, inattention was the most common contributory factor, (this was) found in 25% of all
accidents. See Road casualties Great Britain 2003 Annual report

7.

low profile vehicles are less dangerous to pedestrians, particularly children than conventional cars.

8.

the environmental life cycle and costs would be much less with the LOCI transportation concept than most
conventional transport approaches

5

A low-carbon transport system for conventional sized cars

Whatever the benefits and incentives for using much smaller vehicles for private transport, it remains likely that
the market for cars with room for 4 to 5 passengers will continue to remain popular. Whilst some reductions in
CO2 emissions per km can be achieved through the use of advanced technologies, these reductions will be
27
limited by the law of diminishing returns both in thermodynamic and economic terms. Hence, any
overall CO2 reductions achieved this way will be quickly swamped by the sheer increase in car use
worldwide. Therefore, some other solution other than that of making them radically smaller will have to be
found to minimise these impacts.
Another approach is to ensure that cars are powered from non-carbon, non-polluting energy sources. This can
theoretically be achieved by using:
1.

fuels derived from biomass

2.

hydrogen based fuels refined from a low or zero carbon emitting primary energy source, in conjunction
with fuel cells or an IC engine or

3.

battery electric vehicles (BEVs) charged from a low or zero carbon emitting primary energy source

The advantages and disadvantages for each of these methods will now be discussed.

5.1

Using fuels derived from biomass

Most current automotive liquid fuels derived from biomass such as biodiesel and ethanol are refined from the oil
or sugars produced from food crops such as, rapeseed, wheat or sugar beet. Whilst the carbon absorbed by the
plant feedstock compensates for emissions during the combustion of fuel, there are numerous other energy
inputs required to refine them, and this energy is currently sourced mainly from fossil fuel power stations.
Intensive farming of the biomass feedstock also requires fertilisers that release Nitrous oxide, another powerful
greenhouse gas. Worse still, new land allocated for growing biofuels can release substantial carbon to the
28
environment due to the tilling of soils and deforestation. There are also other controversial issues concerned
with the production of biofuels such as the diversion of cropland away from growing food.
One reason why conventional refining techniques for liquid biofuels have limited environmental benefits is
because the cellulose and lignin component of the plant goes to waste. One solution is to use ‘Second
generation’ biofuels, which utilise this plant material during production and can use a wider range of feedstocks
such as farm residues and wood which have less impact on food crops. However, the removal of residues and
wastes can affect the long-term fertilisation of crops and can potentially result in damage to the natural ecology
29
of the area unless the whole process is carefully managed.
Other efficient methods of using biomass for
energy include anaerobic digestion where methane is produced from decomposing vegetation and the direct
combustion of biomass to generate electricity which can be potentially used to charge battery electric vehicles
(BEVs).
The availability of biomass is still substantial; for example, it is estimated that the biomass resources in the US
30
could contribute typically 20% of the primary energy contained in the petroleum used in that country . This

27 Safety legislation and the increased use of accessories such as air conditioning have resulted in greater vehicle body weight. Although the
EU set vehicle manufacturers non-obligatory CO2 targets of 120 g/km for the average car by 2012 (Commission Directive 93/116/EC.)
these weight increases have probably placed even these modest targets beyond reach
28 “If long term fallow land is used for the production of energy crops or intensive food production in order to meet increased demand for
land, signifi cant quantities of CO2 will be released — possibly enough to negate for many years the CO2 benefi ts from switching to
biofuels. This is because CO2 is released from soil when organic matter is mineralised, a process that is speeded up by ploughing. More
CO2 is released from soils with large quantities of organic matter such as fallow land or grassland” European Energy Agency Briefing
2004, Transport biofuels: exploring links with the energy and agriculture sectors
http://reports.eea.europa.eu/briefing_2004_4/en/EEAbriefing_4_2004
29

Unfortunately most agricultural “waste” is nothing of the kind. It is the organic material which maintains the soil’s structure, nutrients
and store of carbon. A paper commissioned by the US government proposes that, to help meet its biofuel targets, 75% of annual crop
residues should be harvested. According to a letter published in Science last year, removing crop residues can increase the rate of soil
erosion 100-fold. The Last Straw Monboit.com
30 Oak ridge laboratory estimates that the US has resources for an annual total of 512 million dry tons of biomass equivalent to 8.09 Quads
of primary energy which could initially be available at less than $50/dry delivered. 8.09 quads is 20% of the 39.2 quads of primary energy
contained in the petroleum used in the US in 2002. A Quad is a unit of energy equal to 1015 (a short-scale quadrillion) BTU or 1.055 × 1018
joules (1.055 exajoules or EJ) in SI units.

biomass could be used either directly in the form of liquid fuels or indirectly in the form of electricity
production for charging BEVs which are discussed in section 5.3.

5.2

Using an hydrogen based fuel

Hydrogen is often touted as the fuel of the future since it contains no carbon and can be used directly in fuel
cells to generate electricity relatively efficiently and cleanly. Therefore, superficially at least, the hydrogen fuel
cell route appears attractive as a transport option. However, hydrogen is best seen as an energy carrier, since it
must be generated from another energy source and all the economic methods of producing hydrogen use fossil
fuels as a feedstock. Moreover, the entire hydrogen fuelling process is inefficient, since it involves many
processes each with its own inherent energy losses. It is generally easier, more energy efficient and more
economically viable to use the electricity from power stations either directly using a grid connection and electric
motor or via electrochemical batteries for storage.
There are many other practical disadvantages with hydrogen, particularly the cost. This was clearly
demonstrated during the CUTE project which trialled hydrogen fuel cell buses in various cities using a variety
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of energy sources.
These buses used more than three times the primary energy and two and a half times the
carbon than the equivalent Diesel bus. Moreover these vehicles typically cost £1 million each and frequently
broke down. The extensive disadvantages and problems with hydrogen generation and storage are discussed in
32
more detail in this critique
Critics of hydrogen also charge that the time frame for overcoming the technical and economic challenges to
implementing wide-scale use of hydrogen vehicles is likely to be at least several decades, and hydrogen vehicles
may never become broadly available. They believe that the focus on the use of the hydrogen car is a dangerous
33
detour from more readily available solutions to reducing the use of fossil fuels in vehicles
Probably the most viable route for hydrogen as a transport fuel lies in generating it through steam reforming
processes from natural gas, although the CO2 generated would still have to be sequestered to qualify as a low
carbon energy source. Some CCS power station concepts already include this process; therefore hydrogen
cannot be entirely discounted as a transport fuel, although it must be viewed only as a long-term possibility.

5.3

Using Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs)

34

True BEVs are powered from on board batteries that are charged from mains electricity. These should not be
confused with so called ‘hybrid electric’ vehicles, which merely use an intermediate electric drive for
transferring the IC engine power to the wheels more efficiently, and therefore use petrol or Diesel fuel as the
sole source of energy. Plugs-in hybrids represent a cross between an electric hybrid and genuine BEV since
some of the energy used to power them originates from the mains electricity supply.

5.3.1

Environmental benefits of BEVs

BEVs exhibit a major local environmental advantage over IC engined vehicles in that there are no direct
emissions from the vehicles themselves, this provides a substantial benefit in urban areas with air quality
problems. However, emissions can be generated at the power stations that produce the electricity to charge their
batteries, and the overall greenhouse gases emitted are heavily dependent upon the energy generating sources
used.
Most studies suggest that switching to BEVs from equivalent IC engined vehicles would substantially reduce
carbon emissions. In the case of the UK it is estimated that carbon emissions could be reduced by more than

31 CUTE, Urban Transport for Europe, A Hydrogen Fuel Cell Bus Project in Europe 2001 – 2006 Vision, Teamwork and Technology (p.77
fig 4.1.2)
32 “Twenty Hydrogen Myths”: A physicist’s review
33 Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are a fraud
34 A BEV in this section refers to a 4 to 5 person battery electric car or small van which obtains it’s power from an external electricity
supply

half by switching petrol and Diesel fuelled cars to equivalent electric powered vehicles even when using the
35
current methods of generation (see figure 11)

Figure 11 Carbon emissions from electric and other fuels
(A = present generating mix, B= Modest decarborisation, C= significant decarbonisation) Grey bar = 50/50
mix new gasoline and Diesel vehicles.
A meta-analysis of US data sources also suggests that electric vehicles would reduce CO2 emissions by between
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0% to 59% when compared with ICE vehicles depending upon the electric generating source. A further US
37
source estimates overall BEVs WTW energy efficiency to be 10-30% greater than that of a typical IC engine.
However, unlike fossil-fuelled cars BEVs have the potential to nearly eliminate carbon emission altogether by
using electricity generated from low carbon power sources, such as nuclear power stations and renewables.
Since the charging period could be varied in many situations, this would help to balance out supply and demand
in the grid network, allowing power stations to operate at their optimum for longer. The need for additional
nuclear build to meet stationary carbon targets would also create an excess of overnight electricity, which could
be used for charging electric cars (also see conventional output figure 26).
Whilst the environmental advantages of BEVs appear attractive, a major stumbling block to their widespread
use has been their limited range, or the high cost of batteries to travel longer distances. However this assumes
that large capacity vehicles that can travel long distances without stopping for recharging are essential. Later we
assess that this is not always the case and there may be other ways of circumventing this problem.

5.3.2

Economics and range of BEVs with different battery technologies

Whilst BEVs are superior to IC engined vehicles in terms of CO2 in urban driving situations, this will not
necessarily be the case at high speeds especially if the electricity is derived from coal power stations. Driving at
higher speeds for prolonged periods is a major limitation of BEVs since this rapidly drains the battery. The large
mass of batteries required to travel long distances also make BEVs expensive and reduce vehicle efficiency to
some extent due to the greater weight and rolling resistance. Advances in battery technology may reduce the
cost and increase the range of these vehicles, but it will remain very difficult for BEVs to compete with IC
engined vehicles whilst they are treated as isolated vehicles.

35 Low Carbon Transport Innovation Strategy DfT May 2007; Section 9.7 C emissions from replacement of the UK car and taxi fleet under
3 grid mix scenerios.
36 Well to wheels emission comparisons
37 Electric and Hybrid Vehicles

Advanced battery technologies such as Nickel-metal hydride and Lithium Ion have the potential to increase the
performance and range of BEVs, but these are presently only suitable for high value niche cars, or hybrid
vehicles that use small batteries. As with fuel cells, these high performance batteries are unlikely to have any
direct significant impact on the mass car market in the near future due to their high cost.
Despite their weight, lead acid based batteries with useful power density; affordability and durability are being
overlooked. To illustrate their viability, the vehicle range and cost of batteries are calculated for two small
38
aerodynamic car bodies using a commercially available, high energy density, lead acid technology.
The running cost comparison of a BEV using these batteries with two gasoline ICE cars for various annual
distances travelled is shown in figure 12 and the overall saving in the running costs by using battery propulsion
instead of an ICE in a small and average car in figure 13. These calculations assume that the replacement cost
of the batteries as well as the cost of the electricity to charge the batteries is included as a running cost. These
calculations exclude any costs due to the additional servicing and repair and the environmental costs of using an
IC engine.
This analysis suggests that approximately 300kg of these lead acid batteries would provide approximately 85125km of range whilst travelling at a constant speed of 100 kph and the cost of batteries would be around
£1300. Since the batteries used for this calculation are guaranteed for 5yrs, it is assumed that their cost would
be a maximum of £260/year. An average car travelling 10000 km/year, using batteries would amount to saving
of typically £400/yr over an ICE equivalent vehicle, although the saving for a smaller more aerodynamic car
with the ranges illustrated in figure 12 would be typically only £200/yr. Whilst operating under urban
conditions, the BEV would exhibit greater savings in cost, energy and carbon due to the much higher efficiency
of an electric than an IC engined car for this type of operation, however in this case a BEV is unlikely to
accumulate a large annual mileage.
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Figure 12 Range and cost of using commercially available lead-acid battery
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technologies for powering two cars

38 commercial battery &
39 See ‘spreadsheet 2’ “CO2 and fuel for various vehicle configurations’ sheet ‘range vs weight electric cars”
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Figure 13 Cost saving by using commercially available lead-acid battery technologies
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in two hypothetical BEVs verses their ICE equivalent
To illustrate how practical this range would be in the UK, the cumulative number of trips and total distance
travelled are compared with trip length for all cars (see figure 14). Trips involving journeys less than 80km in
length cover 97% of trips and 75% of total distance travelled. However, for commuter drivers, trips involving
journeys less than 80km in length cover 98% of trips and 88% of total distance travelled. (see figure 15). It is
therefore suggested that for some categories of motorist at least, the BEV would be a practical proposition,
especially as a second family car, however the inability to undertake all or most journey’s would still be seen as
a severe handicap.
It is worthwhile noting that the limited range of BEVs is an advantage from an environmental and traffic
planner’s viewpoint. A criticism often made of transport improvements (such as those which increase the
convenience of driving long distances without stopping) is that they simply generate more traffic. In this respect
the limited range of the BEV is an advantage since it encourages less use. However, most consumers and
businesses will insist on vehicles which can cover longer journeys without stopping. We will now examine the
different approaches which can be used to overcome this problems.

40 See ‘spreadsheet 2’ “CO2 and fuel for various vehicle configurations’ sheet ‘range vs cost electric cars”
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journeys (75% of total distance travelled by car is less than 80km in length)
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41 &
42 See ‘spreadsheet 3’ “trip distance vs no of trips UK”

5.3.3

Conventional Approaches to Overcoming the Range Problem of BEVs

Attempts to overcome the range limitations of BEVs have mainly focussed on designing a vehicle-based
solution such as the plug-in hybrid car. The batteries in conventional electric hybrid vehicles are very small and
necessitate expensive Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) technology to provide the durability requirements
necessary for continuous short term cycling of the battery. However, if the batteries were larger and fully
charged they could be used to store sufficient energy from the electric mains supply to travel a reasonable
distance, this is the concept of a plug in hybrid. Unfortunately, since the small NiMH batteries are already very
expensive, enlarging them appears to be a commercially unattractive option. For example, a plug-in hybrid Prius
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fleet with only a 30-mile all-electric range requires an additional battery pack costing $10,000-11,000.
One solution is to use Lead acid batteries in conjunction with NiMH batteries to make the economics far more
attractive. If the longer trips using the IC engine were powered from renewable liquid biofuels, the plug in
hybrid concept could provide a complete low carbon transport vehicle. However, this would still be an
expensive and complex solution, and a substantial proportion of the total distance travelled (of the order of 40%
according to figure 16 would still be driven using the IC engine. This would necessitate more renewable
biofuel resources than is likely to be available for a complete low carbon solution.
Another approach is to simply use the BEV for short journey’s and swap to another longer distance transport
mode on the occasions longer distances are required such as a conventional car or a train. This could be a local
or out of town ‘car pool’. This would have the advantage of allowing high and low mileage drivers to share a
range of vehicles and so reduce the number of overall cars required for their transport requirements along with
overall costs and life cycle emissions. However, a potential limitation of swapping to IC engined cars for long
journeys is that there will be high demand during the holiday/vacation season, whilst many will be left idle
outside these periods. It would also necessitate users to readjust vehicle settings when swapping drivers, and
moving baggage when swapping vehicles.
In the following section we focus on a different approach that could extend the BEV range to virtually any
distance and instead of compromising convenience it has several important advantages over present practices.
This brings us to the main concept for BEVs, the Electric Car Transporter or ELECAT.

5.4
5.4.1

Transport Concept 3: Electric Car Transporter ELECAT
Consolidating vehicles by means of an Electric Car Transporter (ELECAT)

It is proposed that a car transporter with an on-board charging system could best solve the distance limitations of
BEVs over longer journeys by extending their range by a combination of ferrying and recharging. This
simultaneously bridges the range gap, releases the motorist from the tedious task of highway driving, and
increases road space. This concept is called the ELEctric CAr Transporter or ELECAT.
This system approach exploits the higher efficiency and low CO2 emissions of BEVs for urban driving and the
high efficiency of the Diesel/biodiesel IC engined vehicle during highway driving via the ELECAT. Although
the chief purpose of the ELECAT would be to extend the range of BEVs, they would initially transport both
conventional IC engined vehicles and BEVs due to the economies of scale and the greater efficiency of road
space this offers.
ELECATs would travel along the major road networks and stop at transfer stations at strategically situated
points to load and unload cars. The road version of the ELECAT is essentially a modified car transporter
powered by an IC engine which also drives an on-board electric generator to charge the BEVs it is carrying see
figure 16). However, it is also possible to power the ELECAT directly from an electric grid and guideway as
part of a heavy vehicle fleet which is described in section 6.

Since only 3% of journeys and 25% of the total distance travelled by motorists exceed 80km in length in the
44
UK, ELECATs would only be required for a small proportion of total trips.

43 In "real world" testing using normal drivers, some Prius PHEV conversions may not achieve much better fuel economy than HEVs. For
example, a plug-in Prius fleet, each with a 30 mile all-electric range, averaged only 51 mpg in a 17,000 mile test in Seattle, and similar
results with the same kind of conversion battery models at Google.org. Moreover, the additional battery pack costs $10,000-11,000.
44 In the UK only 2% of journeys exceed 50 (80km) miles in length constituting approximately 77% of total distance travelled

Figure 16 Electric Car Transporter (ELECAT)
Each car is ‘housed’ in a separate compartment on the transporter. Each compartment has retractable fabric
material down the sides to reduce the overall aerodynamic drag on the vehicle. In this example electric cars
can be charged on-route from an engine driven generator thereby extending their effective range. The engine
could be fuelled from renewable biodiesel.

5.4.2

Design of the ELECAT and Associated Infrastructure

The design of the ELECAT would be different to conventional car transporters since it must enable cars to be
moved on and off the transporter at intermediary transfer stations whilst the others remain in place. Moreover,
this process must be rapid so the ELECAT can quickly continue on its journey.
It is proposed that the ELECAT comprises twin tiers, each containing three or four compartments which has a
rotating guideway for loading each vehicle. During loading, these guideways are placed at an angle of between
45 to 90 degrees to the axis of the ELECAT so the cars can be driven ‘sideways’ onto wheel guides (see figure
17). The front bumper of the car could be fitted with a ‘parking’ proximity device so as to brake the car when it
touches a stop at the front of the compartment to ensure close ‘packing’ of the vehicles. Once the car is
embarked and handbrake engaged, the guideway is then rotated back until they are parallel to the ELECAT axis
so the cars fit on the ELECAT lengthways. In this way any car below a given size can be embarked or
disembarked without allowing the car to the immediate front or rear of it to remain in place. In the interests of
speed and space it is proposed that occupants remain in each car at all times to ensure rapid loading and
unloading at the transfer stations. It is suggested that the whole procedure should be completed in less than 30
seconds.
The tractor unit of the ELECAT could be used to tow freight trailers outside peak periods to ensure high
utilisation throughout the day and year. It is also envisaged that car drivers could easily be trained to drive a
highway ELECAT, since they would not require any of the complex skills normally required to drive and
manoeuvre articulated vehicles on minor roads and within compact loading areas. If the passenger in the
See ‘spreadsheet 3’ “trip distance vs no of trips UK” derived from table 3.4 Trips per person per year by distance and main mode,
Transport statistics Bulletin, National travel survey 2006

transported car is willing and qualified to drive the ELECAT, they could be dropped off near to the ELECAT
cab before the car is driven onto the ELECAT trailer so no time is lost for the remaining passengers. Further
development of an integrated system could lead to a ‘drive by wire’ system where one of the drivers in the
forward-loaded cars drives the ELECAT directly using their own car controls, saving further time and allocating
an extra space for a car.
The ELECAT should be designed to accommodate a wide range of car designs, carry a useful number of
vehicles and yet remain aerodynamic enough for high-speed use. This could be made far easier by slightly
extending the maximum permitted length of ELECATs allowed on highways, and limiting the length and height
of cars. This latter restriction would simultaneously discourage the use of oversize vehicles.
The transfer stations would be built within or near to present service stations; alternatively, highway junctions
could be adapted for this purpose. In each case, the stations should be strategically spaced so the BEVs would
be able to complete a long journey without the need for stationary re-charging.

Figure 17 ELECAT Transfer Station
The cars rest on guideways in the ELECAT. These guideways can be rotated to point sideways so the cars (the
drivers remain in the cars throughout the journey) can be driven on and off without interfering with the other
cars. In this example the aerodynamic side fabric isolating the compartments is automatically retracted prior to
transfer
The ELECAT’s would not necessarily stop at each transfer station along the route since this would reduce the
average speed of the journey. It is envisaged that a more flexible system could be used were ELECAT’s stop
only at the stations the specific passengers actually require. To do this efficiently it would be beneficial to use
information from a COAST type central computer which would be both monitoring current journeys and
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anticipating others. This would ensure high utilisation on the transporter and minimise overall transportation
time for the passengers.
Non-electric cars would initially be able to use the ELECAT. However, as a greater number of motorists choose
BEVs, the ELECAT could prioritise spaces for them. Major transfer stations would require several transfer bays
for ELECAT’s since these may be loading simultaneously and travelling over different routes and transfer
stations.
As with COAST, the mass use of ELECAT’s could justify separate lanes for these vehicles which could be
shared with buses and coaches as well as electric cars operating in the COAST mode. Alternately, the ELECAT
concept could be used in conjunction with a road charging system, where the cost of each car on the ELECAT
would be substantially less than if driven on the road due to the reduced road space taken ( see section 4.5.4).
Since the ELECAT’s would still need access to the transfer stations, which may otherwise be blocked with
45 A high number of cars carried in relation to the car carrying capacity of the transporter

traffic this latter approach has certain technical advantages. Another method of ensuring that the ELECAT
remains competitive with the individual IC engined car would be to introduce a lower speed limit on highways
equivalent to the maximum safe speed of an articulated vehicle (possibly around 100kph). This would have the
advantage of saving further fuel or energy for cars travelling individually and limiting traffic congestion which
is improved at lower speeds.

5.4.3

Environmental Benefits of the ELECAT

Since initially the ELECAT would carry predominantly standard IC engined cars, it is worth calculating if this
provides any net environmental advantage. An estimate of the CO2 emissions produced per car carried relative
to that if the cars were driven individually is calculated in ‘spreadsheet 2’ ELECAT worksheet, and is
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illustrated in figure 18. Since the precise design and aerodynamic characteristics of the ELECAT is difficult to
predict, the CO2 ratio is calculated for a variety of drag coefficients and car loadings. It is assumed a 50:50 mix
of Diesel and Petrol cars are used and a direct injection Diesel engine is used to power the ELECAT at a
constant 100kph.
The CO 2 emissions are reduced to around 60% that of driving the cars individually, assuming the drag
coefficient of the ELECAT could be reduced to 0.4 and it transports 8 conventional cars, whilst using a drag
coefficient of 0.7 and transporting 6 cars emits around the same CO2 as driving the cars individually. This
suggests that useful reductions in CO2 and fuel consumption are possible when using this type of ferrying
system even when BEVs are not used. However, as the BEVs become more widespread, the largest CO2
reductions will result from increasing the practicality and popularity of BEVs by effectively extending
their range and encouraging their use in preference to IC engined vehicles on urban roads. It may also be
feasible to power the ELECAT using genuinely renewable biodiesel fuel to reduce the CO2 emissions further.
Ultimately the goal would be to ensure the ELECAT and cars they carry, emit virtually no net carbon or other
emissions.
Extending the maximum permissible lengths of ELECATs on highways would enable them to carry still more
cars with associated environmental benefits, although the safety aspects of this policy would have to be
considered. Another option would be to incorporate low profile vehicles into the ELECAT design as illustrated
in figure 19.
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Figure 18 Relative CO2 emissions for a Diesel powered ELECAT
A range of ELECAT drag coefficients and car loadings are used to illustrate the sensitivity of relative CO2 to
these variables.
46 ‘spreadsheet 2’ “CO2 and fuel for various vehicle configurations’

Figure 19 Alternative ELECAT configuration
A slightly longer configuration than currently allowed in the UK for articulated vehicles, would allow ELECATs
to transport 8 conventional cars and 7 low profile cars in a single vehicle. The longer ELECAT would be purely
restricted to highway use.

5.4.4

Road space saving for the ELECAT

Another advantage of the ELECAT concept is that it substantially increases road space or traffic capacity
without building more roads. An ELECAT containing 8 cars with a 2 second interval between successive
vehicles would effectively increase road space by a factor of approximately 5 using conventional sized
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hatchback cars or by a factor of 10 with the additional use of low profile cars. This is illustrated in figure 20.

Figure 20 Road space for transporting cars on the ELECAT compared with
conventional and LOCI cars
Driving ELECATs instead of cars in one lane (top row) would add up to 5 lanes of conventional cars and 5
lanes of low profile cars (remaining rows).

47 At 100kph the distance between vehicles with a 2 second gap should be in the region of 60 metres, so 1 ELECAT 18 metres long would
take up 78 metres of carriageway space whereas 7 cars 4 metres long would take up 448 metres, more than 5 times the distance

5.4.5

Comfort and Convenience of the ELECAT

The success of the ELECAT would depend upon delivering a superior mode of transport for longer car journeys
by releasing motorists from the tedious job of driving along the highway to engage in more productive or
entertaining activities. This is achieved by providing car drivers and passengers with access to an on-board
communications network and audio-visual entertainment, as well as privacy by using a thin screen to partition
off each compartment of the ELECAT. Video or TV images could be shown on the partition screen and sound
channelled through the car speakers via a power and communications cable, which would also charge the car
batteries (see figure 21). This would be particularly beneficial for businesses who could substantially increase
the work utilisation of their employees whilst driving.

Figure 21 ELECAT Media
The ELECAT would provide the means to utilise the time travelling on highways by providing a range of media
options for personal and business use. Here a driver can fix his laptop on a steering wheel mount, watch TV or
teleconference on the partition screen, use mobile telecommunications, or just rest.

5.4.6

Cost of the ELECAT

To be economically competitive, the cost of running an ELECAT must not exceed that of driving the cars it
carries individually. The relative cost of using the ELECAT relative to driving an individual car is illustrated
48
figure 22.
This example is based on standard motoring and drivers time costs, and transporting 7 average
sized IC engined hatchback cars.
The base case calculation first assumes that the private car driver’s time has ‘zero value’, therefore, only the
operating cost/hr of the cars and ELECAT are taken into account. The two green lines represent these fixed
levels. The solid green line represents the cost/hr of driving an average car, and the dotted green line represents
the cost/hr of being transported on the ELECAT. Both these have similar values, with the ELECAT mode being
slightly cheaper in this example.

48 see spreadsheet 4 ‘Elecat Operating Costs’ Note, the spreadsheet can be downloaded and used with different variables.

However, in most cases the drivers’ time will have monetary value since they are effectively restricted from
undertaking other activities whilst driving a car. If they are being transported on the ELECAT they can engage
in useful work, detailed communication or enjoy entertainment. This is particularly relevant to the business
driver who isn’t utilised whilst driving. Their comparative costs are plotted as a function of activity ratio,
ranging from 0 where the driver engages in no useful activity to 1 where the full costs of the driver are utilised
in the ELECAT. The comparison is displayed for the drivers using the ELECAT (long dotted lines) and isolated
car drivers (Solid lines). These are separated for private drivers (yellow lines), business drivers (red lines) and
an overall average for all drivers (blue lines).
The greatest benefits of using the ELECAT is for business drivers whose costs are more than halved when fully
utilising the ELECAT, whilst private drivers also experience more modest but still useful cost benefits. Use of
the ELECAT should also generate substantial environmental benefits, although these are not included in these
calculations.
A further advantage of transporting cars on the ELECAT is that it reduces the road space relative to driving
them individually. If the cost of fuel duty can be transferred to road space a further cost saving of about £1.50
per hour per car can be achieved for the ELECAT mode on average, this is illustrated by the short dotted lines.
These calculations assume that ONLY conventional IC engined vehicles are used. However, the main
environmental purpose of the ELECAT is to extend BEVs range and enable their viability as an all round means
of transportation with the goal of largely replacing fossil fuelled cars. The success of the ELECAT as with the
COAST and LOCI concepts would depend on it providing a competitive mode of travel compared with current
travelling methods in terms of journey time, cost and passenger comfort.
Average Car Driven Individually
Average Car Using ELECAT Road Space Based
Private Cost Car Using ELECAT Road Space Based
Buisness Car Driven Individually
Business Car Using ELECAT Fuel Duty based
Car Driven on ELECAT Zero Driver Cost
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Figure 22 Cost of Travelling Using Various Transport modes

Assuming the car driver has no time value, the car (solid green line) has a similar cost to when being
transported on the ELECAT. However assuming the driver can perform activities whilst on the ELECAT and
these have time value, the cost of being transported on the ELECAT is substantially less than when driving an
individual car (Red. Blue and yellow lines)

1

5.4.7

Example of how the ELECAT would be used

The benefit of using the ELECAT is demonstrated by the following example.

Example of an ELECAT trip from a private users perspective
Consider a person who plans to visit relatives with her family during the busy Easter period which requires a
400 km trip. She drives an BEV whose batteries have been charged overnight from a combination of low or
zero carbon sources of energy.
Her car is COAST enabled, this allows co-ordination with other passenger’s journeys and informs the LCC
computer of her journey and likely time of arrival at the ELECAT transfer station, which is continually updated.
This allows the transfer station to schedule ELECAT stops accordingly using an optimising algorithm which
minimises overall journey times for all users.
The car navigation system directs her towards the nearest ELECAT transfer station in her general direction of
travel. This takes 30 minutes and covers about 40 km of the journey length. On approach to the transfer station
there are a number of electronic signs over each transfer bay. These indicate which transfer stations the next
ELECAT arriving at that bay will stop at. She selects an entry point in the appropriate bay. Due to the quantity
of traffic during the Easter period, there are a large number of ELECATs on the highway. Therefore, it takes as
little as a minute before a suitable ELECAT stops at the transfer point, and a further half a minute to transfer
some of the cars and continue on its journey.
Use of the highway requires a combination of congestion charging and variable speed limits to maintain the
flow of traffic, therefore, a speed limit of 80 kph is imposed and cars choosing to use the ELECAT pay a
reduced charge.
The motorway part of the journey is covered in 4 hours 20 minutes using three stops at intermediary transfer
stations. There is a further 20km journey between the transfer station and her destination which takes only 15
minutes due to various short cuts and traffic management priority schemes allowed for BEVs, so the entire
journey takes 4 hours 55 minutes.
Assume that the recommended limit for continuous safe driving is 3 hours, and a 30-minute rest is suggested for
safety reasons. Therefore, the journey by an individual car would therefore be 5 hr 30 minutes due to the 30
minute a stop at a service station, and 10 minutes held up in traffic congestion making up for the 5 minutes lost
starting and stopping at the transfer stations. Overall the BEV using the ELECAT completed the journey 35
minutes quicker than the fossil-fuelled car travelling individually.
During this journey the driver was able to phone her friends in safety to tell them when she would be arriving
and also contact her bank to settle some financial details. She also had the option of allowing her children to
watch a film which would have been projected onto the barrier screen in front of the windscreen. Therefore, she
completed her journey faster, more safely, more comfortably and emitting less CO2 than a driver using an
isolated car, and also managed her personal and professional affairs at the same time.
Her car was charged using electricity from low carbon sources and the ELECAT was fuelled using pure
Biodiesel from a renewable feedstock. Hence the journey emitted less than a quarter of the CO2 of a similar car
using gasoline or Diesel. The cost of the entire round trip including electricity including depreciation was
approximately £50, compared with £60 for the isolated fossil fuel car.

Example of an ELECAT trip from a business users perspective
49

A business user needs to travel 300 km for a meeting. 50km of this journey is driven in an individual BEV
which takes 30 minutes, and 250km with the car in the ELECAT which takes 3 hours totalling 3 1/2 hours for the
entire journey. The overall business cost of driving the car is £34/hr, but this cost is effectively zero when using
the telecommunications facilities in the ELECAT for useful business purposes rather than driving, this reduces
50
the overall cost of using the ELECAT to £10/hr .
The overall cost is therefore (½*34) + (10*3) = £47
The time taken if travelling all the way by car would have been 4 hrs after a break, so the cost would have been
4*34 = £166, amounting to a cost saving of £119. In addition the trip would result in minimal CO2 emissions if
the ELECAT were fuelled using renewable biodiesel.
Note that the costs for business users are dominated by the time element. This would remain irrespective of
whether they drove a BEV or fossil-fuelled car. However as BEVs become more popular, places on the
ELECAT could be reserved for BEVs encouraging their use further.
By allowing employees to engage in business activities whilst travelling, their commuting or travelling business
time can be included as work. This increases their effective working hours or reduces the time actually spent at
the office.
Example of a car with a passenger qualified to drive the ELECAT
A driver of a BEV wishes to embark his vehicle on an ELECAT for a long journey and he is carrying a
passenger qualified to drive the ELECAT. They decide to travel on the ELECAT to reduce the cost of the
journey. When ‘booking’ the journey through COAST there is an option to indicate that one of the occupants
wishes to drive the ELECAT if a driver space is available.
On approaching the transfer station, the LCC computer signals to the driver of the approaching ELECAT that a
passenger is willing to take over driving the ELECAT. THE BEV passenger is dropped off near the cab access
area prior to the ELECAT arriving, so he can get in the ELECAT tractor cab without any delay.
Normally ELECAT drivers would be periodically replaced with another person from a reserve pool of drivers
that is available, however, in this case the driver is replaced by the passenger in the BEV.
The cost of the journey is free if one of the passengers drives the ELECAT since the cost of driving it is similar
to transporting a single car on the ELECAT, therefore, in this case the driver and passenger only pay for the
non-ELECAT portion of the journey.
With regards to using ‘car drivers’ there is additional potential for a ‘drive by wire system’ where the ELECAT
is effectively driven from someone sitting inside one of the forward facing cars whose controls are re-linked to
the ELECAT. This would avoid the need for a separate driver altogether, reducing costs still further.

5.4.8

Implications of the ELECAT for BEVs

A car ferrying network would allow BEVs to use lighter and cheaper lead acid batteries as a power
source rather than resorting to expensive technologies in an attempt to extend the range. This would in
turn provide the impetus for the widespread adoption of electric vehicles and economies of scale that
would make BEVs more affordable. Once sufficient volume was attained, the electric vehicle market could be
further encouraged though local government initiatives such as priority parking and access systems for those
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vehicles working in the electric mode. The BEVs should also be served by an infrastructure of widely
available electric charging points installed alongside parking points, on the street and in car parks to ensure the

49 there are several environmental alternatives to this journey such as telecommuting, but we may assume in this instance that there is a
need to travel.
50 the considerable cost advantage to the business user may justify a surcharge to subsidise the private user
51 perhaps this could include ‘plug-in’ hybrids providing the IC engine is not used within the urban area
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vehicles have the means to re-charge.
ELECAT.

Only for longer journeys would these BEVs be recharged on the

The cars being ferried by the ELECAT would also allow BEVs to use a long distance version of COAST. Here
a car driver would be informed of potential passengers travelling to a similar remote destination or along their
route. For example, the passengers could be picked up in several places in one town using a BEV which then
embarks on an ELECAT for most of the journey. The BEV then disembarks of the ELECAT and drops the
passengers off at their specific locations a remote town. This system could be improved further if ELECATs
could be used to gain fast access to central metropolitan centres using the INITIATE concept that is described
later. The logistical procedure is similar to that illustrated in figure 30, however the urban part of the journey is
driven in a BEV in COAST mode.

5.4.9

Rail ELECAT: a longer term view

The infrastructure for the road version of the ELECAT could be easily integrated into the present road transport
system without much disruption to traffic. However, a much better, more ambitious long-term solution would be
to replace of the present highway infrastructure with a rail-based version of the transporter. This could be
achieved by building the track on the innermost lanes of present highways whilst retaining the outside lanes as a
conventional roadway (see figure 23)

Figure 23 ELECAT Rail Transfer Station on a 4 Lane Highway
The rail ELECAT transfer station is depicted as an elevated platform over a conventional highway junction. In
this example the ELECAT line occupies the 4th (inside) lane of the highway. A dedicated INITIATE guideway
(described in the next section) is also shown in this illustration occupying the 3rd lane

52 More convenient inductive chargers could be embedded in the ground or parking bays to avoid the use of cables in some circumstances

The rail version of the ELECAT uses an electrically powered train composed of car carrying carriages, which
are separated into vehicle compartments. As with the road ELECAT, the vehicles are driven in and out of these
compartments sideways, however, there is no need to rotate them since the carriage is wide enough to
accommodate the car, so they remain at right angles to the direction of travel during transit ( see figure 24). The
cars on the rail ELECAT would be charged on route using a direct connection to the mains supply rather than an
IC engine driven generator.
A 300 metre long train, with a cross section approximately 1.5 metres high by 4.5 metres wide could house
about 100 cars, and one such train every minute would be able to replace the entire vehicle capacity of a 3 lane
carriageway. However, using 2 lines per carriageway would substantially improve flexibility by allowing
separate medium and high speed lines. The medium speed line would stop at all the junctions, whilst the high
speed version stops only at major junctions to maintain a higher speed. The use of two lines would also enable a
degree of redundancy, so repair of one line would not stop the entire ‘carriageway’. Lower speed metropolitan
lines could also be built to intersect the high speed lines at junctions so cars could be dropped off at strategic
points such as ring-roads and car parks inside the town or city bypassing the road system. Note that the rail
ELECAT lines would be largely independent of one another to minimise the need for rail points or switches, so
cars would drive off one train and onto another at the junctions to change lines.

Figure 24 Vehicle transfer station for rail ELECAT
The cars wait on a platform in an assigned bay. On arrival of the ELECAT train the doors open and the cars
drive in the carriages sideways and remain in that position during transit. At their destination the cars drive out
the opposite side of the carriage.
The number of carriages carried by each ELECAT train would be varied to maintain efficient utilisation
throughout the day and to avoid unnecessary weight. In addition, the trains would allow regenerative braking to
reclaim back the kinetic energy when decelerating. The aerodynamic resistance would be much lower than the
road version of the ELECAT in relation to the capacity carried due to the length and superior aerodynamics
allowed by using a long train of carriages. This combination of measures should allow the rail ELECAT to
attain much higher energy efficiency and lower carbon emissions per vehicle km than when either driving the
vehicles individually along the road or when the cars are travelling on a road ELECAT. Ultimately, the power
stations supplying this electricity could be supplied from low carbon sources enabling a completely sustainable
private vehicle sector.
The ELECAT could also include the option of using a passenger carriage in addition to the car transporter
carriages. With this option it is envisaged that passengers would travel to the transfer station in a BEV and park
there, travel as a passenger in the ELECAT, then re-embark in an BEV at the transfer station and drive to their
specific destination. These cars would be interchangeable between drivers and maintained and owned externally.
The use of rail system on the highway is justified by the high demand for ‘car’ based travel, this would operate
in an analogous way to a metropolitan subway by supplying a continuous supply of carriages for mass use. This
would ensure its extensive use, efficient utilisation and economic viability. More generally, the road and rail
ELECAT concepts are based on the realistic assumptions that the private vehicle will remain the only
practical method of time efficient transport outside the most densely populated areas, and electrification
of the private transport network would be necessary to reduce or eliminate CO2 emissions. It avoids the

fallacy of pursuing what are theoretically very high efficiency transportation systems such as
conventional passenger trains which would rarely be used outside periods and locations of high demand.
This would merely result in the use of more IC engined cars and greater CO2 emissions.
Over the long term, the rail ELECAT in conjunction with a private BEV provides the combined attributes of
convenience, work utilisation, reduced door to door time, comfort, and very low environmental impact whilst
simultaneously removing vehicles from the main roads. Overall it would meet the requirements of what we
might expect of an advanced transport system for the future.

5.4.10 Summary: advantages of the ELECAT

1.

the ELECAT both ferries and charges BEVs at the same time, thereby extending their range beyond that of
the ferrying service alone

2.

the ELECAT enables BEVs to carry cheaper batteries and less of them, thereby encouraging BEV use along
with their range of environmental advantages. Hence the ELECAT indirectly reduces air pollution and
noise locally, and reduces of CO2 emissions directly at a global level

3.

car drivers are released from the tedious task of driving along highways to engage in more useful or
entertaining activities. This is particularly important for businesses were large savings can be made by
utilising their employees more efficiently

4.

highway space is substantially increased, both reducing highway congestion, and eliminating the need to
build more highways.

5. the ELECAT concept can eventually be extended to an electric rail system once zero carbon electric
generating methods have been widely developed. This would provide a complete zero carbon transport
system for cars, enabling fast personal environmentally friendly transit that will be demanded of an
advanced transportation system of the future.

5.5

Methods for extending BEV range in areas not served by highways

Whilst the ELECAT would provide the means to extend the BEV range between locations within the range of a
major highway, it is unlikely that such a system could be efficiently operated in areas of low population density
which doesn’t possess a comprehensive road infrastructure. Other methods would have to be used in these areas.
Two possible solutions are discussed here.

5.5.1

Replaceable power modules in SWAP stations

Whilst the Plug-in hybrid could provide low carbon personal transport in areas not served by the ELECAT,
these come at a considerable cost and complexity since they effectively carry two propulsion systems, the
electric system for short journeys and an IC engine for longer ones. Hybrids, could therefore introduce
unnecessary life cycle costs, especially if longer trips are relatively infrequent and the engine is rarely needed.
One method of reducing some of the superfluous components of a hybrid or the mass of batteries necessary to
travel a given distance in a true BEV, is to use replaceable power modules that can be changed in a ‘Module
SWAP Station’. This is a strategically positioned piece of infrastructure that serves a similar purpose to a
conventional refuelling station. In this case, cars would be designed to accept a standard sized replaceable
module consisting of either a bank of fully charged batteries, or a hybrid power module consisting of an IC
engine and generator that would extend the range of the vehicle. Both types of module would power a common
electric motor permanently fixed in the vehicle to drive the wheels.
To replace a module, the car would be driven into the Module SWAP Station over a pit where a ‘forklift’
replaces one power module for another from beneath the car (see figure 25). This concept of changing modules
in the form of batteries or an IC engine generator would provide much greater flexibility than just batteries by
themselves. This allows the use of the IC engine and liquid fuel to be restricted for the longest journeys, thereby
minimising the need for Biofuels still further. This would also enable the IC engine to be used purely outside
areas with potential air quality problems

Figure 25 Replacing a modular power unit at a SWAP station
Also illustrating, opposed seating and a method for combining a combined car and trailer design to minimise
vehicle size and reduce aerodynamic drag

The power module(s) would require standardised fittings so the SWAP station infrastructure can be used
interchangeably for a variety of cars. In the example illustrated in figure 25 two sets of fastenings are used to
secure the module in place, one which is released from inside the passenger compartment and another when the
unloading fork touches the module from underneath.
The discharged battery modules are placed on a charging shelf where they are tested, charged, serviced, recycled
or replaced if necessary. Hence the modules would be rented and not owned. This system not only provides a
means of extending driving range but also ensures the power modules are kept in good working condition and
reduces the capital cost of owning the batteries. The reduced cost of using mains electricity would also
compensate for the battery hire costs as indicated in figure 13.
The Module SWAP station, would contain a bank of battery modules being charged from the mains supply or
perhaps a local combined heat and power scheme. Over the long term, as the power supply network changes to
more sustainable sources of energy, a national or international charging network that could use a variety of low
or zero carbon energy sources including wind, tidal, nuclear and carbon capture and storage (CCS) power
stations would be used. Stationary batteries could be charged overnight using the cheaper excess electricity
available at this time. These could be also used as an energy store to even out supply and demand surges in the
grid, thereby allowing a greater proportion of intermittent energy sources such as wind (see figure 26).

Figure 26 Electric charging supply and demand
(also showing the INITIATE concept as described in section 6)

5.5.2

Using powered trailers for additional room and propulsion

To minimise the size of the car, a trailer could also be used to provide additional space for luggage and even
provide an aerodynamic benefit to the vehicle (see the trailer in figure 25). This would allow a much smaller
vehicle to be used for routine journeys, however, when space and range is required, the trailer can be attached.
This avoids the need for owning a much larger vehicle to cover all eventualities.
Car trailers could be used to house a small bio-fuelled powered IC engine and generator to charge the car
53
batteries, or the trailer wheels could be powered directly driven from the trailer IC engine. Hence if a motorist
decided to use their BEV for long distance touring for example, they could link up a trailer which would not
only provide the additional range via the IC engine but also room for luggage and reduce aerodynamic drag at
higher speeds. The trailers could be owned privately or hired when required.

53 All BEVs could use genset trailers and pusher trailers to extend their range without the additional weight during normal short-range use.
so trailers with drained batteries can also be rapidly swapped with a trailer with charged batteries.

6

A low-carbon transport system for heavy vehicles
54

Heavier road vehicles are responsible for approximately 40% of UK domestic transport CO2 emissions. These
vehicles are usually powered by Diesel engines, which substantially contribute to local environmental problems
such as poor air quality in the form of particulate emissions and annoying low frequency noise. They also pose
dangers for the occupants of smaller vehicles and pedestrians by compromising their safety thereby
discouraging environmental improvements. In theory, a large proportion of road based transport operations
could be transferred to the rail infrastructure to overcome these problems, however this is not the mode of
choice for most travellers and freight operators. In this section we discuss how the rail infrastructure could be
adapted to meet the requirements of modern freight movements and travellers whilst meeting acceptable
environmental objectives.

6.1.1

Advantages and Limitations of rail transport

Passengers and freight operators rarely require transport between stations or railheads, but residential districts
and businesses. The demise of large industries and concentrations of population away from town and city
centres have exacerbated this effect. Hence rail in isolation can rarely meet modern transport requirements
without an intermediary transfer to another vehicle. These diversions and transfers lengthen the overall
journey, much of which has to be driven on the road which increases the critical ‘door to door’ time.
Another limitation of rail is that transport capacity along a given length of railway network is often much less
than the equivalent length of road highway especially in populated regions. This is partly due to the limited
friction between the metal wheels and rails of the locomotives and carriages. This necessitates long distances
between successive train units so they can brake in time to avoid collisions or derailment at switches or points
where lines meet and diverge at junctions. As a consequence, some rail systems are already at capacity at peak
periods on congested networks. Conversely, at non-peak times and in less populated regions the rail
network is chronically underused, necessitating large subsidies to maintain the infrastructure and fund
underutilised trains.
One advantage of railed transport is that it allows the towing of multiple passenger carriages or freight wagons
or ‘trains’. This obviates some of the capacity disadvantages and reduces aerodynamic resistance. In conjunction
with the reduced rolling resistance as a result of using steel tyres, trains generally have superior fuel efficiency
per tonne carried relative to road vehicles. However, this comes at the cost of flexibility since the longer the
train, the longer is the interval between successive trains for a given overall capacity. For passenger trains this
increases the waiting time at stations and the effective (door to door) journey time for the passengers. This in
turn reduces the attractiveness of using rail in preference to private transport, leading to poor utilisation and fuel
consumption per passenger, since a minimum number of trains must be supplied to maintain a basic service. The
benefits of using rail for freight transport are similarly compromised by having to transport bulk loads. There are
substantial economic benefits for a modern business in maintaining low stock levels with low warehouse space
requirements. However, this requires large numbers of small deliveries, which are far more suited to trucks
rather than rail transport.
A number of studies have questioned the environmental benefits of rail, drawing attention to the low average
55 56 57
passenger utilisation and heavy weights of modern railway carriages.
Some of these suggest that rail has
a greater energy use per passenger km than the equivalent bus, coach or even car journey for many practical
situations. It also appears that rail is not significantly more energy efficient than large HGVs for many types of
58
multimodal freight operations. This may be due to energy losses incurred during travelling to the rail terminal
by truck, shunting rail wagons into position, and the heavier wagons used to withstand the forces used in a long

54 Buses, HGVs, LGVs & Rail combined relative to total domestic transport emissions, table 3.7 Carbon dioxide emissions in the United
Kingdom (% for 2006), Transport Statistics, Great Britain 2008
55 A Comparative Study of the Environmental Effects of Rail and Short-haul Air Travel. A report produced for Commission for Integrated
Transport (2001)
56 Rail Loses the environmental advantage, June 2004, Modern Railways, Cars More Energy Efficient Than Trains? Some web
information here
57 Railway Technical Web Pages
58 Comparative Analysis of Energy Consumption and CO Emissions of Road Transport and Combined Transport Road/Rail

train. Rail travel may also not be as efficient as many models suggest due to the energy losses caused by uneven
track. This could influence the rolling friction component proportionately far more than for road tyres
However, most of these arguments are of academic interest only, since the vast majority of passengers and
freight will continue to use road vehicles unless a fundamentally more convenient and economic public and
freight transport alternative is found than we use at present. For example, in the UK 94% of land passenger
59
km and 88% of land freight movements by tonne km is by road . It is most unlikely that anything other
than a fundamental change in our transport system can significantly alter these figures.
One radical solution would be to simply replace the commuter and freight lines with dedicated roads for truck
and coach/bus transport. Whilst this may be feasible on some routes were rail freight occupies a small fraction
of the total goods carried, rail freight still transports a significant proportion of the total in many countries which
still retain large centralised industries. Moreover, rail is certainly far more economic and environmentally
beneficial than road for transporting large utilised loads such as bulk freight such as coal, steel and grain directly
between the supplier and user. Therefore, we appear to be left with a congested road system caused partly by
polluting and noisy trucks and a underutilised expensive rail network unable to financially justify its existence
beyond a few commuter, bulk transport, and high speed lines which are busy at peak times.
There may be however a way of reconciling these transport modes to create a more economic and
environmentally sound solution by means of the last remaining main transport concept discussed in this study.

6.2

6.2.1

Transport Concept 4: Integrated Infrastructure for Road and Rail Transport using
Electrification ( INITIATE)
The INITIATE Concept

There have been attempts to build a more convenient and cost-effective public transport solution using modified
buses that travel along guideways designed to accommodate pneumatic tyres. Some of these guideways have
been built on disused railways, whilst others have been built from afresh. At either end of the guideway the
60
vehicles can leave the network and continue along the road like a conventional bus.
This system provides
some of the combined advantages of the train and bus since vehicles can travel unobstructed for part of the
journey yet have the flexibility to travel along a normal paved road. However, these guideways are only used
for transporting buses, and the routes chosen are often disused lines between villages and small towns with low
passenger demand. As a result, the capacity of this infrastructure and its economic and social impact has been
minimal.
The proposed solution is to adapt some the rail infrastructure, starting with disused or underutilised portions, by
fitting similar guideways to accommodate all types of larger road vehicles, and to eventually replace most of the
heavy vehicle fleet with electric vehicles which can be powered and charged from these guideways. This is
called the INtegrated InfrasTructure for road and raIl trAnsporT using Electrification (INITIATE). INITIATE
would build similar guideways as described above, but these would transport trucks and large vans in addition to
buses and coaches.
The vehicle guideway could be built afresh on rail routes or possibly attached to present railway sleepers to
enable road vehicles with pneumatic tyres to access to under-utilised or unused rail space (see figure 27). The
guideway also allows the towing of multiple carriages or trailers by buses or trucks whilst using INITIATE
providing some of the advantages of a conventional rail network.

59 see figures from Transport trends 2008, 2.1 passenger travel by mode, 5.1 domestic freight moved by mode
60 Guided Busway

Figure 27 INtegrated InfrasTructure for road and raIl trAnsporT using Electrification
(INITIATE)
The guideways for INITIATE could accommodate smaller sized vans as well as larger trucks and buses. This
allows the wheel guide to locate on either the inside or outside of the track for smaller or larger width vehicles
respectively (see figure 28). Part of this track would be electrically conductive to supply power for electric
vehicles.
At junctions, the internal guideways disappear so the vehicles can steer across a conventional road surface so
they can join another track. (see figure 29). On entry to a new track the internal and external guideways taper to
allow the wheel follower to locate on the new guideways. A similar layout would also allow vehicles to drive
directly on and off the INITIATE infrastructure from the conventional road infrastructure as shown in figure
61
27.

61 The disadvantage of using a traditional guideway or track is if any one train or vehicle breaks down it blocks all those behind it. One
possible solution is to have spaced locations were the guideway is discontinued for a short distance so vehicles can leave it. The vehicles
could also be equipped with buffers that allow the following vehicle to push the one in front to the next available exit point.

Figure 28 INITIATE track for vehicles with pneumatic tyres
The increased braking friction using pneumatic tyres and the lack of points would allow similar vehicle spacing
as experienced on the road thereby increasing capacity. INITIATE would also allow Trucks to pull multiple
trailers, or be lengthened further into pneumatic tired freight trains. This would substantially reduce the number
of transport units so congestion at the junctions is minimised where opposing lanes of traffic would be required
to cross. This would also reduce CO2 emissions per tonne further, and release spare drivers to fill the demand
for ELECAT use.
Using a guided rail network opens the possibility of controlling the speed of vehicles using Telematics to form
convoys of vehicles to increase capacity further. Such a traffic management system would track the position of
opposing convoys and control their speed so they can to pass through the gaps between the convoys to avoid
stopping the vehicles during their journey. Whilst similar types of automated traffic control system have been
proposed for the road network, it would be far easier and more practical to apply it to this modified ‘rail’
infrastructure where traffic is limited to virtual ‘one dimensional’ flows of heavy vehicles without pedestrian
interference.
As with the ELECAT, the INITIATE system would need to accommodate conventional ICE powered vehicles
until electric vehicles largely replace them. These electric vehicles would carry a battery for providing
propulsive power whilst on the road, but they would be powered from the mains electricity whilst on the
INITIATE network whilst the battery is simultaneously charged. Therefore, INITIATE serves heavy BEVs in
a similar manner to how the ELECAT serves car sized BEVs, that is by extending their range and
reducing the weight and cost of batteries necessary to undertake a normal journey. Heavy vehicle trailers
could also carry batteries which could be charged overnight whilst they waiting at a depot. The weight
disadvantages of carrying batteries would be countered by allowing trucks to tow multiple trailers whilst on the
INITIATE network thereby increasing overall freight capacity.
The potential to use direct mains electricity from low or zero carbon electric generating stations on the
INITIATE network and indirect mains electricity via a battery when on the road would provide a substantial
environmental advantage in terms of CO2 and regulated emissions. INITIATE also provides the means to
remove much of the heavy vehicle fleet from the roads, thereby easing congestion and reducing the impact of
localised emissions and noise in towns and cities. INITIATE therefore offers substantial environmental benefits
whilst maintaining a flexible transport system suitable for modern businesses by offering relatively unobstructed
access into and through built up areas via a combination of the railway and highway infrastructure.

Large public service vehicles (PSVs) such as buses and coaches could be adapted to use the INITIATE network
as well as vans and trucks, providing a more frequent service than the more inflexible steel tyred trains. When
the system has low demand, single vehicles could be far better utilised than multiple carriage units; whilst under
higher demand vehicles could be joined up into ‘pneumatic tyred’ trains. ELECAT’s could also be adapted to
use the INITIATE network.

Figure 29 INITIATE junction
Public transport could be improved even further by using a variation of the COAST concept for larger PSVs on
the INITIATE network. Here a battery powered bus or coach embarks several groups of passengers at
strategically located points near to their places of residence. The vehicle then enters the INITIATE network, and
drives along it without stopping, whilst simultaneously being powered and charged by the mains electricity
supply until reaching an exit point within the metropolitan area. When it exits the INITIATE network the
vehicle switches back to battery power to drive along the city roads to disembark groups off at similar
strategically optimised locations, to minimise further travel without the passengers having to change vehicles.
The same procedure is adopted in reverse when commuters return home (see figure 30). Alternatively, the
INITIATE bus could continue in the role of a normal bus whilst on the city road network to join what were
previously unlinked main line railway stations so some of the passengers don’t need to change vehicles to cross
the city. The public transport network of buses and trains would therefore be fully integrated within a single
vehicle and infrastructure concept.

Figure 30 Combined COAST-INITIATE type journey
Passengers are picked up at strategic locations in a town by an INITIATE equipped bus. The bus enters the
INITIATE track network, where it travels unobstructed at high speed into a metropolitan area. It then leaves
the INITIATE network onto the city roads where it drops passengers of at strategically optimised points nearest
their desired destination.

6.2.2

Environmental benefits of INITIATE

Most present ICE powered vehicles could be quickly adapted to use INITIATE without manufacturers and
operators being committed to the use of electric vehicles. An analysis of the environmental advantages of a
62
straight transition to INITIATE without electrification is illustrated in figure 31.
Relative CO2 emissions
(which is proportional to energy use in this case since Diesel fuel is used throughout) is calculated as a function
of the % of freight presently transported by rail and the % of road freight converted to multiple trailers. This
allows the benefits of INITIATE across countries with varying degrees of rail infrastructure to be calculated.
Overall, swapping to INITIATE requires a similar amount of fuel and CO2 emissions as present road and rail
freight operations, even without electrification. However, when the % of freight transported by rail is low (such
as in the UK) and the % of road freight moved to multiple trailers is high INITIATE has a slight advantage.
This is because the increased rolling resistance due the transition from steel to pneumatic tyres is more than
offset by the use of multiple trailers or carriages on the INITIATE network which is far more fuel efficient than
transporting them individually.
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see spreadsheet 5
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Figure 31 Relative CO2 emissions changing from heavy Road Freight and rail to the
INITIATE system without electrification
Over the longer term, the use of a guided network for heavy vehicles would facilitate their conversion to an
electric mode of propulsion by allowing their batteries to be charged whilst on the network, then releasing this
stored battery power after leaving it for driving on the road. INITIATE may also facilitate unobstructed driving
through urban areas, which is particularly useful for buses and smaller urban delivery vehicles and this could
convey a substantial CO2 advantage well in excess of that implied in figure 31. Ultimately, however
electrification of the heavy transport sector is the main advantage of INITIATE and this provides the
potential to power them from a wide range of zero or low carbon sources.

6.2.3

Using hybrid steel/pneumatic tyres for trains

Steel tyred conventional trains could be retained using dedicated lines for delivering bulk loads such as coal
between large suppliers and users, or for high-speed passenger services. However, allocating enough of the rail
network for INITIATE would be problematic in countries that transport a significant amount of freight by
means of conventional steel tyred trains. A potential solution is to equip trains with hybrid rail-road wheels
which consist of both steel tyres which are used on rails, and integral pneumatic tyres with a slightly increased
diameter than the steel ones which are used on the road.
Over most of a long journey, the vehicles would use steel tyres on steel rails as with present day railway rolling
stock; this would provide lower rolling resistance than when using pneumatic tyres. However, as the vehicles
advance towards a junction, the road surface would rise so the clearance of the rail over the supporting ground
decreases until the pneumatic tyres makes contact with the ground. This allows the train to drive on a road
surface so they can be steered onto the appropriate track, using similar tapered guides to that already described.
The front propulsion unit could be steered at the junctions by differential speed on either side of the vehicle to
reduce the necessity of introducing a fully steerable unit.
Once on the correct track, the road height would drop increasing the rail clearance until the steel tyre makes
contact with rail again and the pneumatic tyres are lifted clear (See figure 32). The ‘road’ surface at the
junctions or transfer points would be similar to present day level crossings. The same arrangement can also be
used to provide entry and exit points to the road infrastructure, so the vehicles can move directly on and off the
road onto the track without stopping as with INITIATE.
The use of a road surface at the junctions allows the removal of unreliable points and frogs (where opposing
lines cross and nearly touch) and allow rails fixed on the track guides to be charged with opposite polarity for a

power supply. Hence a charged third rail or a costly overhead power supply may be unnecessary, thereby
simplifying the whole infrastructure.
Higher speed trains could also use the hybrid tyre structure, using steel tyres for high-speed services on separate
lines with the pneumatic tyres only being used when changing lines on the slower INITIATE infrastructure.
Over the longer term it would be beneficial to segregate high-speed passenger and INITIATE lines so they do
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not interact. However, it is suggested that the future of high-speed passenger transport could be better served
64
by using a MAGLEV type system, which is entirely separate from INITIATE. In addition this could achieve
the speeds to compete with short haul air travel for which environmental alternatives are very limited.

Figure 32 Transition between rail and INITIATE system
It is possible to create a hybrid rail ‘road’ infrastructure by using both pneumatic and steel tyres on the vehicle
axles. The transition between rail and INITIATE requires a ramp that gradually lifts the steel tyres off the rails
when moving from rail to INITIATE or vice versa. This type of system is useful for intercontinental rail
stretches were the predominant losses are due to rolling resistance. The pneumatic tyres would be used to steer
between rail lines at junctions as in figure 29 thereby eliminating the need for rail points/switches.

6.2.4

Summary: advantages of INITIATE

1.

using electricity as the primary power source for nearly all public and freight transport reduces CO2 and has
the potential to attain near zero carbon emissions for both freight and passenger transport

2.

trucks and passenger vehicles use electric power thereby reducing air pollution and improving air quality

63 “The precedent for high-speed rail in the UK..is a segregated self-contained system from end to end...They would require the same
expensive work in and around stations that maglev needs” Professional Engineering june 24 2009
64 Maglev (transport)

3.

a track system enables freight trucks to pull multiple trailers, improving economics and reducing energy
consumption and emissions relative to present trucks

4.

heavy traffic is withdrawn from many roads providing a fast unobstructed route through built up areas

5.

the present rail infrastructure is more efficiently utilised making it economically justifiable

6.

a freight transport system is used which is compatible with modern business requirements and imposes far
less environmental impact than pure road haulage

7.

public transport capacity and flexibility is improved, thereby encouraging a mode change from cars to
utilised public transport, so saving energy as well as carbon emissions

8.

more frequent passenger services are achieved by using a larger number of smaller units, whilst in highly
congested locations it may be possible to link these in the form of a train to maximise capacity

9.

a more flexible passenger service is offered. Passengers can be picked up and dropped off at varied
locations and at flexible times minimising the need to change vehicles

7

Reducing the carbon emissions of long distance travel

The aviation sector is the fastest growing source of GHG emissions and plans to incorporate it within the
European carbon-trading emissions scheme have only been recently introduced. The problem with aviation is
particularly acute since all practical aircraft fuels are carbon based and many biofuels have poor low
temperature properties at altitude. Moreover, aircraft engines also emit oxides of nitrogen emissions which
generates ozone, and the water emitted can remain suspended in the stratosphere as vapour, contrails or cirrus
cloud when flying at high altitudes, both of which enhance global warming. It is estimated that the combined
65
effect of all aircraft emissions has a global warming effect 2 to 4 times that of their CO2 alone.

7.1

Technical improvements to aircraft

Technological approaches that could reduce the fuel consumed by the aviation sector include the use of larger
bulkier aircraft, and using more efficient turboprop engines instead of jet engines, this would be most
66
advantageous for slower short haul flights. Since turboprops operate most efficiently at lower altitudes below
the stratosphere, this also substantially reduces the greenhouse effect of the non-CO2 components of their
emissions.
Direct technological methods of reducing greenhouse gases from long haul flights are even more limited than
for shorter flights, since jet engines are faster and therefore more desirable than turboprops, and operate most
efficiently at high altitudes were the air is less dense. However, despite these initiatives and other technological
advances, these are unlikely to stem the increase in greenhouse gas emissions from aircraft due to the forecasted
massive expansion of air travel.

7.2

MAGLEV technology

One potentially zero carbon transport alternative to short haul aviation over land connected routes is MAGLEV
high-speed rail, which uses magnetic levitation for lift and propulsion. This method has the potential to be
67
faster, quieter and smoother than wheeled mass transit systems and can reach speeds of almost 600 km/h. .
MAGLEV would also nicely complement the INITIATE concept by introducing separate lines and freeing up
the rail infrastructure for slow and medium speed traffic.

7.3

Telecommunications

The scope for reductions in both air and land based travel are probably greatest in the business sector since there
are few activities that cannot be conducted by teleconferencing and teleworking, yet there is little evidence that
this simple solution is being taken seriously. Many corporations enthusiastically embrace high profile projects
which present an environmentally concerned image whilst they are content to let their employees spend valuable
time travelling to meetings and conferences which could be easily served by teleconferencing. Perhaps they
perceive a marketing advantage using direct interpersonal communication, or more simply, the allure of the free
foreign trip is overwhelming and is used most by those in executive positions who dictate corporate policy.
One solution would be to require all companies to calculate and prominently display their carbon footprint per
employee so their true commitment and environmental credentials can be fairly judged with respect to similar
68
organisations. Suitable communication technologies are extensively covered in other literature, so these
details are not repeated here.

65 Aviation and the environment
66 Note whilst aircraft efficiency (in terms of fuel per km) is theoretically independent of optimum speed, short haul aircraft rarely operate
at optimum speed, for example “For a trip of less than 600 nautical miles, or about 90 minutes’ flying time, a turboprop may use as much as
70 per cent less fuel than a similar-sized jet” ‘Times on line’ 21stApril 2008
67 Maglev Train
68 Telecommuting, Teleconferencing

7.4

Offsetting and Sequestering

Forestry projects may be one method that could be used to absorb CO2 emitted from both air and water based
transport. Unfortunately, current methods of offsetting use a piecemeal rather than a global approach, and the
carbon emissions reduced through well managed schemes in one area may be exceeded by illegal logging
activities in another. It is also unclear what will eventually happen to the wood grown in these forests
throughout its life cycle, since there is a danger that the carbon absorbed will be simply released back to the
atmosphere in the form of CO2 or methane when the wood products decompose. However, if illegal practices
can be contained and the subsequent timber managed, it may be possible to use industrial wood actually
present in the form of trees or wood products, as a offsetting guide to a suitable emissions limit allowed for sea
and air transport. Note this method fundamentally differs from most present offsetting schemes that use the
carbon to be absorbed in future forests which is clearly unacceptable.
Whilst some waste wood might be suitable for offsetting fossil fuels such as co-firing in power stations, all of
this not be suitable due to embedded fixtures and toxic preservatives. Any remaining wood could still be
69
sequestered in managed landfills since the rate of wood decomposition underground is very low. Interestingly,
the amount of carbon contained in industrial roundwood is approximately equal to that released through air and
water transport combined (see figure 32 and spreadsheet 6) and if parity could be maintained, this could be a
useful offsetting mechanism.
The caveat here however, is that industrial forestry can release greenhouse gas emissions due to the tilling of
land and the use of nitrogen fertilisers. One solution may be to use charcoal-based fertilisers where the carbon is
at least temporarily locked in the ground. This charcoal can be produced from specially constructed fuelwood
70
stoves for cooking.
Since the amount of global fuelwood consumed is substantial (see figure 33 a n d
spreadsheet 6), this could present a useful contribution to global carbon reductions, and also present a cash
opportunity for poorer communities especially if included in a carbon trading scheme.
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Figure 33 Carbon adsorbed and emitted through forestry and transport
* A more recent UN study placed the CO2 emissions of shipping at a higher figure of 1.12 billion tonnes of CO2, or 300 million tonnes of
71

carbon

69 The Decomposition of Forest Products in Landfills, International Biodeterioration and Biodegradation, Micales J.A.; Skog K.E. 1997,
Volume 39, Number 2, 1997 , pp. 145-158(14) Elsevier
70 Biochar
71 Shipping CO2 emissions

7.5

Geoengineering
72

A number of geo-engineering projects have been proposed to mitigate the effects of global warming. These
ideas are controversial since their effectiveness is unproven and could have unwarranted side effects. Moreover,
some could only reduce temperatures and don’t address the wider implications of greenhouse gases such as
ocean acidification, less still the political and social pressures into continuing unsustainable lifestyles leading to
the release of greenhouse gases. These points accepted; it seems increasingly likely that all methods of
mitigating climate change may have to be seriously considered since the window of opportunity for mitigating
global warming by reducing greenhouse gas emissions alone may have already closed.
Two of the more interesting geo-engineering proposals uses cloud reflectivity enhancement through different
cloud seeding mechanisms. The first uses a fine seawater spray to reduce the cloud water droplet size in low
lying stratocumulus clouds and increase reflectivity in the visible spectrum. The second seeds high altitude
73 74
cirrus clouds from aircraft increasing ice crystal size and increasing outgoing longwave radiation.
Obviously, if these methods were used to mitigate all the greenhouse effect, this would have to be kept up
relentlessly, a daunting prospect which is probably best avoided. However, this type of approach might be
appropriate for mitigating the warming from the stratospheric emission component of air travel as a stop gap
measure, since this only has a short residence time. Therefore, if any long-term solution was found to mitigating
the greenhouse effect from stratospheric emissions this could be implemented and the cloud whitening gradually
withdrawn.
Another interesting idea is to use this cloud whitening in combination with forestry growth to mitigate climate
change. The former method reduces temperatures but not CO2, whilst forests absorb CO2 but may increase
75
temperatures. This is because the dark surfaces of trees absorb heat more efficiently than the surrounding land
which can be covered with highly reflective snow. In combination these may be a relatively cheap method of
mitigating against at least some effects of anthropogenic forcing.

72 Geoengineering
73 Salter, S.; Sortino, G.; Latham, J. (Nov 2008). "Sea-going hardware for the cloud albedo method of reversing global warming".
Philosophical transactions. Series A, Mathematical, physical, and engineering sciences 366 (1882): 3989–4006. doi:10.1098/rsta.2008.0136.
ISSN 1364-503X. PMID 18757273. edit
74
David L Mitchell andWilliam Finnegan, Modification of cirrus clouds to reduce global warming, Environ. Res. Lett. 4 (2009) 045102
(8pp) http://www.iop.org/EJ/article/1748-9326/4/4/045102/erl9_4_045102.pdf
75 Betts, R.A. (2000) Offset of the potential carbon sink from boreal forestation by decreases in surface albedo, Nature, Volume 408, Issue
6809, pp. 187-190.
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CONCLUSIONS

This report has discussed various logistical and engineering based concepts that would drastically reduce the
environmental impact of transport and traffic congestion without having to dispense with private motor vehicles.
The methods themselves don’t only reduce primary energy use but also allow the potential of zero or low carbon
sources to deliver that energy by electrifying the transport network.
Whilst these approaches would be sufficient without growth, they need to be supported using other measures
such as telecommunications improvements, traffic restrictions, or fiscal incentives to ensure any convenience
76
gained by their implementation aren’t negated by increased transport use. Indeed the environmental challenges
are so great they are best tackled by on a number of fronts simultaneously, such as limiting global population
and refocusing our economic priorities on quality of life, as well as the technical ones.
Two methods are discussed which can be used to reduce the energy used per passenger km. This is achieved in
two ways:
a)

increasing conventional car passenger utilisation via a co-ordinated, rapid response, public car sharing
system and

b)

building an infrastructure to accommodate radically smaller thinner cars so they are suited to the most
common occupancy of the vehicle (1 or 2 people). Further efficiency gains can be by allowing these modes
to use priority access schemes during busy periods, which should improve mobility and also help them gain
wider acceptance.

Genuinely renewable fuels that can directly replace petroleum are limited in quantity and burning them in power
stations with fossil fuels can save a greater amount of CO2 than refining them into liquid transportation fuel.
Therefore an infrastructure must be built which can transfer the energy generated in low carbon emitting power
stations via electricity. This comprises two further concepts
c) increasing the range of battery electric cars by the use of a ferrying system, and
d) adapting part of the railway and road infrastructure for charging electrically powered heavy vehicles onroute.
Whilst the primary purpose of these methods would be to reduce CO2 emissions, these also offer many other
commercial and environmental advantages such as reduced road traffic, faster transit and substantially improved
air quality.
Initially these technologies would accommodate fossil fuel vehicles. Figure 34 summarises the CO2 emissions
that would be produced from using the various passenger transport options using present fuels and UK
generating methods. However, when used in combination with renewables, CCS and nuclear electricity: the
COAST, LOCI, ELECAT and INITIATE concepts offer the potential of a complete near zero-carbon land
transportation system.
Reducing aircraft greenhouse gas emissions presents the most difficult challenge of all due to the limited
technical transport alternatives available and the high rate of growth of this industry. However, the introduction
of a high-speed electric rail system such as MAGLEV together with various offsetting and avoidance measures
such as teleconferencing offers an alternative for most business and short distance tourist requirements. These
methods also complement the other changes suggested here for surface transport.
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Figure 34 CO2 emissions/passenger from different transport concepts
These figures assume current UK electric generation. *Further CO2 reductions may be possible if dedicated
lanes are used for these vehicles to avoid congestion. ** Further CO2 reductions may be possible if charged on
excess or overnight electricity obtained via nuclear and renewables. These electric powered vehicles could be
potentially zero emission given the appropriate generating source.

9
9.1

Glossary
CO-ordinAted Shared Transport (COAST)

A co-ordinated and optimised method of car sharing. Any vetted member of the public or transport business can
collect and drop-off passengers on route whilst undertaking their normal journey. The drivers are allowed access
to priority routes to reduce time, and are paid by the passengers for the service.

9.2

LOw profile vehicle with Complementary Infrastructure (LOCI)

A low profile car and infrastructure transportation concept. The car has substantially reduced height and width
so it can use a parallel road infrastructure when necessary to avoid traffic congestion. The car typically has room
for 1 adult and child that have opposed facing seats in an inclined position to reduce the width and height of the
vehicle and assist with streamlining. The low profile design combined with the reduced congestion, enables the
LOCI system to provide exceptionally low fuel consumption and emissions.

9.3

ELEctric charging CAr Transporter (ELECAT)

A highway ferrying system for cars or small vans which transports BEVs whilst its batteries are charged from
the ferrying vehicle. This consists of two similar concepts, the road and rail ELECAT.
a) The road ELECAT which uses a modified car transporter in which cars can be driven on the transporter
sideways then rotated in line with the vehicle axis; this enables them to be individually embarked and
disembarked at transfer stations without moving the others. The transfer stations are strategically located at
points along the main highway network.
b) The rail ELECAT which uses a high-speed rail infrastructure built on part of the current highway
infrastructure to accommodate trains of carriages that transport cars. Cars are driven in and out of the carriages
sideways at transfer stations and remain in that position during transit. The trains are directly powered from the
electricity grid enabling greater speeds and capacities than the road ELECAT version. Both road and rail
ELECATs would also have the potential to transport individual passengers who leave their cars at the transfer
station.

9.4

INtegrated InfrasTructure for Road and RaIl TrAnsporT using Electrification
(INITIATE)

A guided track infrastructure that accommodates large vehicles with pneumatic tyres such as trucks, large vans,
buses and coaches, fitted with a guide wheel. These large road vehicles can drive on and off the infrastructure at
specific entry and exit points where the guideways are discontinued. The heavy vehicle propulsion unit can also
carry multiple trailers or carriages like a train whilst on the INITIATE infrastructure. The use of guided track
allows BEVs to be charged by electricity, thereby considerably enhancing their range, flexibility and overall
viability. The speeds of vehicles on the track are automatically controlled to assist traffic flow at the junctions.

9.5

Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV)

A vehicle powered entirely from electric batteries, which are charged solely from the local or mains electricity
grid. The grid should aim to be eventually carbon neutral using renewable, biomass, nuclear, and fossil fuel
sources of energy, the latter using CO2 separation and sequesterisation.

